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Report of Stage One of The ADF
Families Mobility and Dislocation Study
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INTRODUCTION
This report is provided in satisfaction of the requirements of the
contract dated 30 January 1992 between Headquarters Australian Defence
Force (HQADF) and the Australian Institute of Family Studies (AIFS) ,
according to which AIFS was to conduct and report on a series of focus
group discussions about the following matters:
a.

the availability of adequate suitable and convenient child care
arrangements at an affordable price;

b.

the opportunities for the children of ADF members to obtain
educations commensurate with their needs and their abilities;

c.

the opportunities available for the non-ADF partners of ADF
members to fmd suitable and satisfying employment
commensurate with their needs, desires and qualifications;

d.

the availability of part-time employment where required for both
ADF members and their partners; and

e.

general access to, and availability of, community support
facilities for Service families. '

•

•

•
•
.'

•

•

At the request of the Director Research Projects (DRP) , Service Personnel
Policy (SPP) Branch, HQADF, the contract was extended to include three
additional subject matters for focus group discussion:
f.

factors influencing ADF members' retention intentions; and

g.

perceptions of family needs
determination of postings.

h.

family perceptions of existing family support systems operating
in the ADF.
..,'

being

considered

in

the

Four other topics arose during the conduct of the focus group discussions
which, while not properly the subject of FMDS1, AIFS and DRP agreed
warranted conSideration in this report. The first two fall properly within the
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province of the Defence Housing Authority (DHA). The third is a matter for
the Pay and Conditions Areas of HQADF. The fourth is obvious and has
been the subject of studies elsewhere, the findings of which may reasonably
be assumed to be applicable to the ADF. These four topics are:
1.

housing problems arising,
following posting;

most frequently,

j.

what is termed here a 'locational quandary', by which is meant
difficulties faced by some Service families in balancing a deSire
to live away from work (i.e., in the civilian community) and the
security often seen to be provided by living on a Service 'patch'
either on or close to a Defence Force installation;

on removals

k.

an apparent lack of understanding of the different components
of ADF remuneration packages -: i.e., salary, allowances
(particularly that provided by way of a housing subsidy) and
retirement/ superannuation provisions;

l.

family stress, particularly during the period leading up to and
immediately following Service-related separations.

In addition, it became clear during the course of group discussions that
aspects of mobility and dislocation are far more complex than AIFS, at least,
previously appreCiated and far more complex than examined in the course
of the 1991 Families Census. Suggestions for FMDS2 questions of mobility
and dislocation are discussed in this report separately from the subject
areas deSCribed above.
The purpose of this research, Phase 1 of the ADF Families Mobility
and Dislocation Study (FMDS1), is to assist in developing a questionnaire to
be used in Phase 2 (FMDS2) when 1200 Service families are to be
interviewed to determine the effects of ADF mobility and dislocation on
significant aspects of family life.
That is, FMDS1 must be seen as a means
to a resear,ch
end, not an
.
,
end in itself. (The whole of FMDS, of course, is also but a means to a
policy/implementation end.)
The limited number of partiCipants, the process involved in the
selection of focus group participants and the methodology involved in the
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discussions preclude the use of discussions reported here for other
purposes - specifically, none of the reported experiences of focus group
participants may be regarded as, in any way, indicative of Sernce-wide
experiences. FMDS2 is to serve this purpose.

•
/'
•

.

Reflecting the instrumental nature of FMDS I, this report, as provided
by the contract, is to 'be limited to a short point-form report highlighting
matters for conSideration during questionnaire design' incorporating 'one or
two page summaries of each focus group discussion.' In the final analysis,
the summaries will be of primary use to those designing the questionnaire.
The short introductoxy' material . will prove of greatest use in guiding
discussions between HQADF and those carxying out the questionnaire
design .

'

BACKGROUND
•.

..

In recent years the Government has put in place a range of initiatives
to improve the overall lifestyle of ADF members and their families. By 1990,
however, HQADF had determined that ADF lacked valid data on the profile
" of its families needed for the further development of responsible, benefiCial
and cost-effective programs and poliCies for family support.
Accordingly, HQADF commissioned the first ADF Families Census,
carried out on 12 March 1991.
Among its other fmdings, the Public Report of the Australian Defence
Force 1991 Families Census states that:

•
•

•
•

•

a.

one in five married personnel (20.4%) have had six or more
Sernce-related removals;

b.

one in eight married ADF members (12.2%) were separated for
Service reasons on census day; and

c.

over one-tenth of married ADF members (10.6%) have been
separated for a total of two years or more.
.' /

The Report also states that:
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d.

of ADF partners not working, one in four (24.4%) sought work
in the month preceding census day (Le., defmitionally, they
were "unemployed', not merely "not working');

e.

more than half (54.4%) of the partners of serving members have
had to change jobs at least one because of Service-related
removals;

f.

one in five of those not working (20.4%) were-' not working
because of child care difficulties;

g.

one in eight (12.0%) said it was because employers want people
who will be in the area for a longer time;

h.

of ADF children in primary school. almost half (48.4%) have
attended three or more, with over one in ten (10.9%) having
attended five or more; and

i.

of those ADF children who have attended secondary school.
over half (50.3%) have attended more than one, while almost
one in five (18.4%) have attended three or more.

•

•

'.

Census data, however, can only go so far.
They cannot tell us, for example, to what extent changes of school
have been detrimental (though, perhaps in most cases, intuitively obvious)
or beneficial (exposure to varied cultures, learning to adapt).
The large numbers of ADF children argue unquestionably for the need
for some form of child care availability. The numbers themselves, however,
do not say much about unsatisfied needs, how satisfactory Service families
find existing child care arrangements, or what the proper mix of child care
facilities should be to meet unique ADF requirements.
Larger than (national) average unemployment levels among Service
partners must, in part, be expected because of frequent household removals
and absent partners. But, to what extent is unemployplent a direct
function of mobility and dislocation and to what extent might it be
attributed to unique child care difficulties?
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Such questions as these require in-depth needs research. In its final
report of the ADF 1991 Families Census. AIFS noted:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

It is not just that decisions must be made by ADF families to
balance their income. work and child care interests; but that
mobility and short-term dislocation complicate the decisionmaking process.
Given the absence of any comparable
occupational grouping in the population. the only way to
examine properly the impact of job-related dislocation on the
work and family relationship within the ADF is to carry out
specific needs research with ADF families.

In that fmal report. AIFS went on to recommend that this follow-up
research be carried out in two stages. The fIrst stage would involve focus
group discussion. primarily to inform questionnaire design. The second
woUld involve 1200 face-to-face interviews with ADF families.
This
recommendation was endorsed on 19 November 1991 by the Defence Force
Personnel Policy Committee (DFPPC).
AIFS was commissioned to cany out Stage 1. This is the report of
.. that research.
Stage 2 was to be the subject of open and competitive tender. At the
time of the fIeldwork for Stage 1 and at the time the summaries of group
discussions (at Appendix I) were prepared. HQADF had not awarded a
contract for Stage 2. Subsequently. AIFS (with AGB Australia deSignated to
cany out the fIeldwork) has been awarded the contract for Stage 2.
While recognising the discrete aspects of each of the three stages of
this family research. (Censlls .. FMDSl and FMDS2). the continuity of the
research must also be appreciated~ In the end. all three pieces of work are
directed at one end: the development of Service policies and practices
aimed at eliminating. or at least reducing. any negative impacts of Servicerelated conditions on the family lives of serving members.

Research Materials
1\vo sets of research materials were· collected dunrii the course of
FMDS 1 which deserve particular mention since they are governed by
particular privacy considerations:
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a.

b.

tape recordings of each of the discussion groups (on the basis of
which the summaries contained in this report were developed) these were never to be provided to HQADF: but. rather. to the
successful tenderer for FMDS2: and

•

on a strictly voluntary basis. with the proviso that they would
not be provided to HQADF but. instead. to the successful
tenderer. most participants in the group discussions provided
their names and addresses for possible use at the" Phase 2 pretest stage.

AIFS hold these materials. As the successful tenderer for FMDS2.. the
tapes will never leave AIFS and will be destroyed upon completion of
FMDS2. The names and addresses will never be provided to anyone other
than AIFS/AGB and. like the tapes. will be destroyed upon completion of
FMDS2.

FOCUS GROUP METHODOLOGY
The use of focus group discussions for a range of research purposes
has become widespread over the past flfty years or so. It is not appropriate
here to develop a lengthy description of focus group methodology in general.
Nor is it appropriate to go to any great lengths here to argue that. for the
most part. the methodology·is either applied or interpreted incorrectly.
however. appropriate to deSCribe here the focus group
methodology employed for FMDS 1 and to emphasise the limitations on its
interpretation - particularly. that none of the findings are generalisable to
the wider ADF community (the purpose of FMDS2).

•

It is.

•

Generally. focus group discussions. Simply put. involve convening a
group of individuals to discuss one or more topics of interest to the
researcher. The methodology employed for FMDSl has come to be known
as exploratory. As applied to FMDSl. exploratory focus group research is
designed to elicit as wide a range of experiences as possible on the chosen
topiCS. Group interaction is designed to encourage this... <'

•

Since the approach taken was to encourage a wide range of response as opposed to attempting to find the most frequent or typical response even if the selection of group participants had been scientifically designed to

•
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be representative. the frequency of responses apparent in the summaries at
Appendix I could not be taken as indicative of ADF experience.

•

Most focus group research. moreover. is guided by a prinCiple of
redundancy. That is. no further group discussions are held on a topic once
it becomes reasonably apparent that further information on that subject is

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

unlikely to be eliCited by continuing. This principle has been adopted in
preparation of the summaries of the group discussions. On the other hand.
since it was necessary to make arrangements for a fIXed number of groups
before redundancy could be determined. all of the scheduled group
discussions were held even though it had become evident that little
additional information would be obtained through their conduct.
The function of a group moderator in exploratory research is.
primarily. to introduce the topiCS for discussion and then simply to sit back.
listen and observe. Subsequent moderator intervention should only take
place if discussion gets too far off the track and appears unlikely to return
to the topics of research interest or in the event that discussion breaks
down. While varying according to the conduct of each of the focus groups.
such a non-interventionist approach was taken for FMDSl.
Much is made in the literature on focus groups of the need for
homogeneity of group partiCipants on one or another significant dimension most usually, sex. age and social status. In exploratory research. however.
homogeneity restraints are not as strict. Indeed. it has been found that
relaxing such requirements is likely to increase the range of experiences and
views that are expressed.
For FMDSl. groups were to be segregated only by gender. In the
event. however. two groups (one in Katherine and one in Perth) were not
only of mixed gender but included husbands and wives together. In neither
case did it appear to the group moderator or to the client representative
(DRP) that this combination in any way diminished either the quantity or
the quality of information obtained (as discussed in the summaries. the
mixed group in Perth gave rise to other difficulties unrelated to the gender
mix).
In order to ensure a wide range of experiences. groups were to include
parents of at least one child (a) not yet at school. (b) at primary school or (c)
at secondary school. This did. of course. have a secondary effect of partially
imposing homogeneity of age. (NB: a parent could have children in more
than one of the defming categories.)
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A concern prior to holding discussions was that no selection
requirement was based upon participants rank. It has, for example, been
found in US research on Service-related (as opposed to family-related)
topics, that rank differences can seriously impede the free flow of discussion
and participant interaction. It was felt. however, that focussing discussions
on family topics of concern to group participants would overcome this
problem. Moreover, if such problems were encountered in early groups, it
was felt that rank homogeneity could be imposed on later ones. In the
event, such difficulties were encountered in only one or two "of the groups
and did not appear to affect greatly the nature of the discussions.
Site and Sample Selection
Site and sample selection were guided.' primarily, by the need to
ensure an adequate coverage of parents of children of a range of ages,
inclusion of both mothers and fathers, to ensure representation of all three
Services, and to learn of the experiences of parents in a variety of
geographic locations. Initial planning provided for groups to be held in
Sydney, Townsville, Darwin and Perth. At the request of personnel at RAAF
. "Base TIndal, a further group was agreed to be held there. In addition. since
RAN was unable to provide participants for the Sydney groups and since
sample recruitment problems were being experienced by RAN in Perth, an
additional ad hoc group of RAN mothers was put together in Cairns.
Subject to guidelines for group composition provided by AIFS through
DRP, group members were recruited locally by ADF family support
personnel. From discussion with these personnel, it would appear that, for
the most part, group participants were selected from their" own contact
networks. While perhaps resulting in groups composed.of those more
actively concerned with family problems and family supporf poliCies and
programs, such sample selection methods - i.e., producing groups not
necessarily representative of the wider ADF community - further negate the
generalis ability of discussion content. While such generalis ability was never
intended - again, that is to be the purpose of FMDS2 - the implausibility of
such generalisation is reiterated here .as a further caution to those reading
the summaries at Appendix I.
.'
Among the great values of focus group summaries is their richness of
information and, reflecting ordinary language usage, their inherent
plausibility. At the same time, these qualities often lead some who read
them to accept such summaries at face value. This is a danger to be
conSCiously avoided.
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Target composition for each of the groups is provided in the
introduction to Appendix I. Target and actual composition is provided at
the beginning of each individual group summary.

MOBILI1Y AND DISLOCATION IN THE ADF DIMENSIONS OF FAMILY DISRUPTION

•

•

•
•

It is possible from data in the ADF Families Database to calculate the
three following. conceptually distinct. measures of mobility and dislocation:

1.

removals per year of in-Service partnership (marriages and
recognised de facto relationships);

2.

Service-related separations for periods of 4 weeks or longer per
year of in-Service partnership; and

3.

the average length of such separations.

JSeveral of the variables required to calculate these measures have been
grouped in the publicly available file held by the SSDA. Consequently.
analysis of these three measures presented below relies on approximations
and should be replicated as part of FMDS2. using data in the ADF Families
Database.)
Data held in the SSDA fue suggest the following:

•

•

1.

ADF partnerships have been subjected. on average. to .53
Service-related removals per year of in-Service
partnership (from a minimum of .00 in 938 cases to a
maximum average of 4.33 per year in 2 cases);

2.

they have been subjected to an average of 1.21 Servicerelated separations for periods. of 4 weeks or longer per
year of in-Service partnership (from a minimum of .00 in
·1441 cases to a maximum of 11.00 in 26 cases); and

3.

such separations have averaged 2.27 months in duration
(from a minimum of .00 in 1637 cases to a maximum of
22.00 months in 16 cases).

..

•

•
•
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Equally significantly for FMDS2. these three measures are not
correlated with each other:

•

(Pearson's r)
Number of
Removals
Number of Separations

.076

Length of Separations

.003

Number of
Separations

•
-.209

Statistically. this indicates that each conceptually different measure
represents a genuinely distinct aspect of family disruption. Each dimension
must. therefore. be examined separately.
Moreover. further examination of the census data held by SSDA
demonstrates that none of these separate dimensions is randomly
. distributed. Rather. they are, to a certain extent. dependent upon branch of
the Service. rank and gender (probably a surrogate for trade):
(Means)

Length of
Separations
(months)

Number of
Removals

Number of
Separations

.53
.56
.50

1.73
1.47
.55

2d5

High officer

.51
.48
.60
.68

1.28
1.25
1.13
1.02

1.90
2.19
2.70
2.82

Male
Female

.53
.55

1.22
.91

'~{26

Navy
Army
Air Force
Low enlisted

High enlisted
Low officer

12

2~60
2'~21

2.03
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•

•
•

•
•

(The significance of some of these differences was substantiated through the
use of regression analysis, not presented here; but which will need to be
replicated with the full ADF Database.)
What these differences suggest is that, not only must these
dimensions of disruption be treated separately, analysis of their effects on
different aspects of ADF family life will need to control for confounding
factors.
For FMDS2 questionnaire deSign, the fact that these three aspects of
mobility and dislocation are unrelated to each other suggests that all three
must be retained for FMDS2. During the course of FMDSl discussions, it
became apparent that the issues of mobility and dislocation are even more
complex than this, that FMDS2 should also take account of:
1.

Removals during a posting arising, for example, out of DHA
requirements, the requirements of civilian landlords, or from
temporary to permanent accommodation;

2.

unaccompanied postings;

3.

children being left behind for an otherwise accompanied
posting;

4.

shift work, watches, and 24-hour duties; and

5.

distance from the extended family.

In addition,_ for purposes of comparison with the wider community,
FMDS2 should incorporate. questions from the only two contemporary
studies to ask about family mobility in suffiCient detail to allow for
meaningful comparison:
1.

the AIFS Australian Living Standards Study, particularly
questions providing information about the date of the most
recent move, postcodes of the current and previous household
locations, the number of dwellings in which eacPi child has lived
since birth, and parental evaluation of whether the number of
places each child has lived has had a positive or a negative
effect on the child; and

13
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2.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)· 1992 Survey of
families, particularly questions providing infonnation about
current and previous postcodes, the number of moves since 1
January 1987, and the main reason for the move from the most
recent previous address.

DISCUSSION TOPICS

•

As discussed in the introduction, five topics for discussion were

•

identified in the FMDS 1 contract, three were added prior to the holding of
the groups by agreement between DRP and AIFS, and four others
warranting inclusion in this report emerged from the groups themselves.
Each of these will be discussed on the following pages. (Community
support services and ADF family support services are discussed together.)

•

The material which follows was written in a manner hopefully
designed to assist FMDS2 questionnaire design and discussions between
HQADF and the successful tenderer for FMDS2 (AIFS/AGB). Designed to
facilitate FMDS2 questionnaire construction, the aims of FMDS2 are
.' reflected in tenns of what is included and what is omitted.
FMDS2 is designed, first, to provide empirical evidence of the ways in
which Service-related conditions, specifically mobility and dislocation, affect
ADF family lives. More significantly, it is also to be designed .in such a way
that HQADF can recommend responsible programs and poliCies which may
be implemented to negate or minimise any negative family impact of
Service-related mobility and dislocation.
In a different vein, but still arising out of the purpos'es of FMDS2,
questions about certain topics should not be designed in'i''isolation from
other topics. Spousal employment. for example, is often dependent on
available child care. In the ADF, unlike most civilian society, how decisions
are made between the partner's decision to work (or to work full- or parttime) and to stay out of the workforce to look after children is complicated
by frequent removals and frequent absences of the Serving partner. For the
purposes of FMDS2, it is not so important to examine hQw mobility and
dislocation affect the availability of child care and/or the availability of
spousal employment, but how mobility and dislocation affect the way
Service families make deciSions between partners' being in the workforce or
serving primarily as care givers.

14
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The Availability of Adequate, Suitable and
Convenient Child Care Arrangements at an
Affordable Price

The most commonly used form of child care (other than parental. of
course) in Australia is provided by relatives of one or the other parent.
Extended family care is particularly useful as occasional. relief and/or
emergency care. It is also not uncommon for extended family care to be
provided during school holidays and at other times when both parents may
be working.
A common - and obvious - theme recurring throughout group
discussions centred on the unavailability of extended family care because of
posting away from other family members. A secondary. but related. theme
was the unaVailabilitY. of close friends of long standing (Le.. those in whom
great trust is placed) because of (a) being posted away from 'home' and (b)
not living for a long enough period of time at any current posting to develop
such friendship networks.
Questions must, therefore, be included in the FMDS2
questionnaire assessing .the availability of extended famUy
care, examining how the lack of such care has affected care
usage (some group participants indicated that they would
not use extended famUy care even if it were available), and
examJn~Dg
how po stings/removals have affected the
development of trusted friendship networks which might be
used for child care purposes.

Another common theme to emerge from group discussions is that
some ADF families .(particularly the non-serving partner) require a settlingin period at a new location before beginning to look for alternate (Le .. nonparental) child care. The need for such a settling-in period. and its
consequences. is not limited to child· care. but impacts on a range of other
family and individual concerns. Rather than be repetitive later. they are
included here FMDS2 should include questions about the lengili, ,.of time
each famUy took following a removal before
.

•

finding out about the availability of child care,
seeking to make suitable arrangements for child care,

•

•
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partners' seeking employment,
seeking and making suitable medical, dental and
related arrangements, and
becoming comfortably familiar with community
infrastructure (e.g., shops, hairdressers, public
transport, etc.) so that other necessary arrangements
could be satisfactorily made.

•

•

FMDS2 should also examine the information sources used
by ADF families when seeking to make such arrangements.

Some FMDS 1 participants noted that often they had experienced
significant periods on child care waiting lists. Only FMDS2 can properly
assess the extent of such problems and their consequences. Accordingly,
FMDS2 should incorporate questions about ADF faml1ies'
experiences on child care waiting lists - their frequency and
duration. Questions about the consequences of being on
such waiting lists should include consideration -of. the
availability and suitability of other child care, the relative
costs of child care immediately available and that for which
a waiting period was required, and the impact on the nonserving parent's employment circumstances.

Except for a few group partiCipants reporting having to pay
Significantly more for some (immediately available) child care arrangements
than for alternate arrangements (particularly those with waiting lists), no
real concern was expressed that child care that was available~was too costly
for the care provided. Community-wide concerns were, of course, expressed
that any expense is hard to bear, that the cost of child care substantially
diminishes the value of a second income, etc.
Some group partiCipants reported using non-licensed day care givers.
Others reported using - indeed some reported being - lic~psed day care
givers. No fee relief is available for unlicensed care. OllIy FMDS2 can
assess the extent to which the use of unlicensed care is due to the
unavailability of licensed care or for other reasons. However, it should be
noted that (a) for the most part, conversion of newer DHA homes to
adequate licensing standards would require fairly minimal expense and (b)
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the provision of life saving courses could be all that is required to make
registrable some unlicensed care givers. If FMDS2 were to establish the
willingness of a sufficient number of ADF parents to become licensed and of
a sufficient number to use such child care arrangements, then a relatively
inexpensive partial remedy for the lack of suitable available child care, for
the absence in some cases of fee relief, and for the lack of employment
opportunities for Service partners is readily at hand.
FMDS2 should, therefore, include questions about the use of
both licensed and unlicensed family day care, about the
willingness of ADF partners to become licensed family day
care givers, and about the willingness of other ADF famUies
to use such care if available.

When asked about how arrangements were affected by periodic shift
work. watches and 24-hour duties. the general response of group
participants was simply 'we cope'. In this respect, ADF families would
appear not to be significantly different than their civilian counterparts.
Mter all, occasional short-term absences of one or the other parent in a twoparent family is a fairly common experience across the workforce and
. families have no alternative but to 'cope'.
On the other hand. ADF parents are frequently subjected to fairly
lengthy separations.
With regard specifically to child care, group
participants suggested one of two alternatives: (a) things. continued pretty
much as they had when both parents were at home, or (b) the non-serving
parent would return 'home' where support was available from the extended
family and friends of long standing.
It would seem appropriate forFMDS2 to explore how ADF

famUies cope with extended absences of the Serving parent,
in particular to ask about experiences of returning 'home'
to cope.
[NB:
the reasons for returning 'home' will,
themselves, need to be explored since child care will not be
the only form of support provided by extended family and
friends].

In the end,' rectlfyingany shortCOmings in the availability of child care
for ADF families will require a mix of facilities. Problems will not be solved
with the same solution at all locations. Nor will they be solved by focussing
on single solutions (e.g., building centres, enabling the licensing of ADF
partners, buying places in existing facilities, etc.). It is important, therefore,
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for FMDS2 to explore the whole range of options, in order to fmd out what
might be most suitable for the whole range of ADF family circumstances.
The Opportunities for the ChUdren of ADF
Members to Obtain Educations Commensurate
With their Needs and their Abilities

While educational (and other - see the section on ::'family stress)
problems were cited by some group participants as a result of the Serving
member's absence on duty, most concerns expressed arose out of changes
of school required by removals upon posting. These problems, in turn,
appear to derive from two factors:

a.

b.

even to the extent that schools in different states have common
curricula, the curricula may be administered to different
timetables, different states have different starting ages, and
different states call schooling years by different names (e.g.,
primary versus secondary); and·
children with learning difficulties may not be at the same school
long enough for these difficulties to be diagnosed.

Commonly reported were cases of children being held back a year
upon changing schools, something which mayor may not be overturned in
any individual case as a result of strong parental intervention.

•

•

•

•

•

At the same time, some group participants noted that some
headmasters and teachers, particularly those of schools in close proximity
to ADF installations, were more aware of and responsive to the problems of
mobile students.

•

Given staunchly defended State rights over education, it seems
unlikely that ADF can do much more than it already does in trying to
encourage State cooperation in moves toward unifOrmity. State uniformity,
however, is not the only means by which any educational di~advantage may
be overcome.
Given suggestions by some group partiCipants that
appreciation of the special problems of ADF children is more evident in

•
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some than in other headmasters and teachers, the feasibility of information
programs for schools could be considered. Also,

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

It might be appropriate for FMDS2 to explore the extent to which
ADF parents would be prepared to consider educating their
children through the International Baccalaureate program if
available at local schools.

While the survey context is not the most appropriate to assess
chUdren's academiC success or failure, parental perceptions of the negative
impacts of mobility and dislocation on their children's educational
performance may well impact on other matters of concern - e.g., retention
intention and decisions to undertake unaccompanied postings.
With all this in mind FMDS2 should examine the impact of both mobility and
dislocation on parental perceptions of children's academic
success, particularly in terms of experiences of having
children held back a year or otherwise having their
educations disrupted (e.g., arising out of parental absence,
mid-term postings, etc.)
Experiences and intentions of unaccompanied postings
arising out of considerations surrounding children's
educational disruption should be examined. At the same
time other reasons behind unaccompanied postings will
need to be examined in order to assess the relative
importance of each of the relevant factors.
FMDS2 should also look into parental perceptions of the
extent to which headmasters and teachers appreciate the
particular requirements of mobile children.

•

•

•
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The Opportunities Available for the non-ADF
Partners of ADF Members to Find Suitable and
Satisfying Employment Commensurate with Their
Needs, Desires and QuaHflcations

•

The biggest - but not only - Service-related difficulty for partners'
employment arises out of periodic removals. Not only must those partners
wanting employment periodically return to a large body of job seekers; but.
just as significantly. since the employed Service partner must frequently
adjust to new employers and new working arrangements. advancement will.
almost inevitably. be impeded.

•

As indicated earlier in the section dealing with child care. some group

•

participants indicated that each removal required a settling in period before
beginning to seek employinent.
Most groups reported experience with prospective employers
discriminating (illegally but unprovable) against Service partners since they
will not be in the area long enough to justify their employment. Conversely•
.. particularly with reference to Darwin. some group participants suggested
that. in some locations. ADF partners are regarded as less transient than
many other job seekers.
In addition to periodic removals. dislocation elements such as
frequent absences of the Serving member and irregular shift work - when
child care considerations are taken into account - also impact on (a) the
likelihood of Service partners removing themselves from the workforce or (b)
their taking employment. perhaps part-time rather than full-time or in a
field less attractive than that for which they were trained.

•

•

•

As suggested earlier. FMDS2 will need to examine the impact of

settling in periods on partners' employment. In addition FMDS2 should ask about (a) the frequency and length of
unemployment periods arising out of Service-related
removals and (b) experiences and perceptions of eXjl,eriences
of advancement difficulties as a result of such removals.
Disruptions of partners' education should be treated the
same way as disruptions to their employment.
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Problems with finding employment in partners' chosen
fields will need to be explored.

•

Experience with employer discrimination should be probed.

•

Different ADF partners discussed the need either to re-qualify in
certain fields or. at least. to re-register their qualifications when moving
from State to State (usually accompanied by the need to pay registration
fees).

ADF partners' experiences of the need to re-qualify in their fields
or to re-register should be explored by FMDS2.

•

•

•
•
•

The importance of child care considerations to partners' employment
has already been raised. It must be noted. however. that there is a large
number of other factors taken into account when decisions are made
whether or not to enter the workforce. whether to work full-time or parttime, etc. Not all of these are economic. Not all are objective. In order to
.·properly attribute the relative importance of such factors -

FMDS2 should examine partners' employment in terms of
both the subjective and objective utility of partners'
employment. To this end, questionnaire design should
attempt to replicate questions incorporated into studies in
the wider community of factors behind (usually) wive's
employment decisions. Many relevant survey instruments
are available for consideration and should be examined by
the successful FMDS2 tenderer in the course of
questionnaire construction.
The Availability of Part-Time Employment Where
Required for both ADF Members and Their Partners

.

•

Members' partners in the focus group discussions did not. as a rule.
draw any distinction between seeking full- and part-time work. Some
reported having to take part-time work when they wanted full-time
employment: but this is covered by general considerations of partners'
employment.

•
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CuriO'usly, in spite O'f the numbers fO'und in the Families Census O'f
Serving members whO' alsO' had part-time jO'bs, nO'ne O'f the Serving member
grO'up participants raised part-time emplO'yment as a prO'blem. This CO'uld
easily have been a cO'nsequence O'f grO'up recruitment O'r the grO'up setting
may have inhibited discussiO'n O'f their O'wn part-time jO'bs. At the same
time, there WO'uld be nO' difficulty including in the FMDS2 questiO'nnaire

questions of whether survey respondents hold part-time
jobs, whether they would like to do so but are, .. having
difficulties finding such work (because of Service-related or
other factors), and whether they have experienced such
difficulties in the past.

•

•

•
General Access to, and Availability of Community
Support Facilities for Service FamUJes

•

and
." Family Perceptions of Existing Family Support
Systems Operating in the ADF
CO'mmunity SUPPO'rt services may be distinguished between civilian
SUPPO'rt services available to' bO'th ADF families and to' civilians alike and
ADF prO'vided SUPPO'rt service (FLOs, ACS, etc.).
FO'CUS grO'up participants evinced little knO'wledge O'f civilian SUPPO'rt
services. Whether this was a functiO'n O'f grO'up recruitment (Le., fO'r the
mO'st part, by ADF SUPPO'rt persO'nnel O'f participants generally; familiar with
ADF services) O'r fO'r O'ther reasO'ns cannO't be determined. TO'the extent that
HQADF wish to' pursue this area O'f interest in FMDS2, abO'ut all that
FMDS 1 WO'uld suggest is that

Survey respondents could be asked about whether they have
ever used services provided by, for example, CES, DSS, etc.
~

•

•

•

;

Against this, fO'CUS grO'up participants demO'nstrated' cO'nsiderable
familiarity with available services prO'vided by ADF O'rganisatiO'ns. ADF-wide
familiarity will need to' be cO'nsidered, hO'wever, by FMDS2 -

•

•
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•

•

•

•
•

Survey respondents should
with and use of available
Particular services to be
should be worked out in
Committee.

be asked about their familiarity
ADF-provided support services.
included in the. questionnaire
consultation with the Steering

Some difference was apparent between various group participants
over whether they would approach ADF-provided support services or their
units if in trouble. Others, as might be expected would approach neither,
preferring to rely on families and friends;" It might be appropriate, therefore,
for
FMDS2 to include sample situations (e.g., being hospitalised
while Serving member away) and asking respondents to
indicate which of a range of possible support services they
would approach - e.g., FLOs, other ADF family support
services, the unit, the church, relatives, local friends,
friends from 'home' ,etc.

Group participants also expressed inter-Service differences in
. 'satisfaction with ADF-prOvided family support services. Generally, within
the groups, Army support services received the greatest praise, Navy the
least with Air Force support services falling in between. While it is
impossible to generalise from this observation, it certainly suggests that it
should be tested with FMDS2 respondents.
Factors influencing ADF members' retention intentions

•
•

•

The survey" approach '. of FMDS2 is not necessarily the right way to
approach the question of factors affecting retention - exit interviews are
probably more suitable.
The only three factors of any apparent significance to arise out of
FMDSl were: (a) how close Serving members were to completing twenty
years' Service (a factor to be less relevant in the future as the new
superannuation scheme takes effect); (b) how close their children were to
either beginning or completing secondary school; and' (c) civilian job
prospects.

•
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FMDS2 should rely on open-ended questions (possibly
administered separately to the member and the member's
partner) about retention intention For how long do you intend to remain in the
Navy/Army/Air Force/ADF? Coding options should
include not having seriously considered the subject,
when children reach particular ages, when twenty
years are reached, when ready to retire, when' civilian
job prospects improve, and the need to care for
extended family members.
[If not answered in response to the previous question]
Why do you think you'll get out then? The same
coding options should be included.

•

•

•

How certain are your that you will get out at that time?
Perceptions of Family Needs Being Considered
. in the Determination of Postings

Group participants expressed mixed and widely varied opinions on
the extent to which they thought family needs were considered in the
detennlnation of postings .. About the only observations to be of much use
for FMDS2, if respondent perceptions are to be examined, were: (a) it could
be that in certain cases Serving members may not share with their partners
their posting preferences or may, in fact, misrepresent those preferences;
and (b) some members may be reluctant to seek preferential or
compassionate postlngs because they feel such requests may be detrimental
to their careers.

•

•

•

Housing Problems Arising, Most Frequently,
on Removals Following Posting

•

One of the objectives of the establishment of DHA wa~,.to remove the
chain of command from housing matters. As it is understood, the role of
DHA was to serve as landlord while the role of ADF housing officers was to
advise DHA of impending arrivals and departures.

•

•
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It became clear in the course of group discussions that this is not
always the case. Many instances were encountered where ADF houSing
officers, rather than DHA personnel, played active roles in housing
allocation. Perhaps more significantly, several reports were made of DHA
having approached ADF housing officers to introduce chain of command
authority in resolving d~sputes with tenants.

•

The first of these matters may simply reflect the tranSition period still
being undergone between the old system and the new. The second,
however, has more undesirable implications.

•

Both should be examined, perhaps by DHA itself, by way of
administrative review. FMDS2 consideration, however, would not appear to
be appropriate, falling well outside the project's brief.

•

Some group participants reported problems arising from substantial
periods of housing vacancy between departure and arrival. In Darwin, for
example, a house that was clean at the time of vacancy might well be
virtually unlivable three months later. Group participants reported that the
onus of responsibility was placed upon arriving tenants in such cases. If
. 'true. this suggests that the landlord (in Darwin it was not clear whether this
was de facto the ADF housing officer or DHA) should inspect housing and
rectify any deficiencies within a reasonable period prior to tenant arrival.
As with the previously raised matter, it is suggested that this is a matter of
administrative concern and perhaps should be the subject of DHA review.
It is certainly not a matter for FMDS2.

•

•

The standard tenancy agreement (see Appendix Ill) appears to place a
disproportionate burden on the tenant rather than the landlord. It, too,
should be reviewed.

•

Locational Quandary

•

It is understood that DHA have themselves studied the desirability of

·

providing housing in Defence 'patches' or within the civilian community.
The following observations should in no way be taken as cQPtradictlng any
of DHA's own fmdings. They are provided merely by way of information for
whatever use DHA may make of them.

...

•

•

While, when selecting housing from available stock, ADF personnel
must make a chOice between living in an ADF 'patch' or in the civilian
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community. the choice may not be a simple one. Generally. it would appear
that even those who choose to live in the civilian community do so in the
acceptance that they will be sacrificing a certain amount of security
provided by the proximity of other ADF families and ADF security services
as well as making themselves more remote from ADF family support
services and recreational and other facilities.
For what it is worth. at the only location where any quantitative
evidence was presented. Katherine. it would appear that the:;; housing mix
that was developed accurately reflects ADF desires: waiting .lists/requests
for housing are almost equal between the militaIy patch near RAAF Base
Tindal and in the Katherine community.
Reports of focus group
participants supported the balance of housing stock provided.
While not itself a matter for FMDS2. the actual location of ADF
personnel (as opposed to why they choose to live on or off base) will have
implications for the provision of family support services to be recommended
by that study. The provision. for example. of child care centres. would be
more practicable near ADF 'patches' while some other solution(s) would be
required elsewhere (e.g., DHA housing in Katherine is some twenty-t:hree
. kilometres from DHA housing at RAAF Base Tindal).

•

•

•

•

Understanding of the Components
of ADF Remuneration Packages

•

Procedurally. FMDSl group discussions began with consideration of
the topics set out in the project design (and. within reason, such other
topics as group participants wished to pursue). When these topics were
adequately covered (typically in one to one-and-a-half hours), a break was
taken for coffee. etc. Following this· break. DRP was introduced and took
part in more general discussions. lasting as long as participants wished.

•

While it is assumed that DRP will have made such use as deemed
appropriate of much of what was suggested in these latter discussions. one
aspect repeated itself with monotonous regUlarity: virtually none of the
group participants had any real appreciation that their remWleration was a
package of separate components serving separate purposes. In particular.
partiCipants had great difficulty in distinguishing between remuneration by
way of salary and their housing subsidy. Few also appreciated the fact that
their retirement benefits accruable at twenty years' of service (a system
newly altered for new ADF members and those choosing to change) was. in
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effect, a superannuation benefit available prior to the community standard
retirement age.

•

•

Without resiling from the earlier emphasised lack of generalis ability of
focus group fmdings, the virtually complete lack of appreciation by group
participants of the components of their remuneration packages - and the
consequential lack of appreciation of how misusing those components for
future fmancial security - suggests that ADF should implement some sort of
education and information package both for new recruits and those already
in the Services.

•

Family Stress

•

Mobile families and those subject to periodic separations undergo
stresses not faced by those whose family circumstances are less disrupted.
These stresses typically manifest themselves emotionally, socially, physically
and in terms of children's educational performance.
[n the ADF - as in Defence Forces elsewhere - these stresses are
particularly manifested during the periods leading up to and immediately
following (a) removals and (b) Service-related separations.

•
•
•

Consideration of such stresses were deliberately omitted from AIFS
recommendations for what has become FMDS for two main reasons:

a.

properly studied, they would require a research project of their
own; and

b.

there is a substantial body of research on the subject already,
findings of which could plausibly be extended to the ADF research which AIFS assumed would be canvassed in any fmal
report of the Families Mobility and Dislocation Study.

At the same time, it would be possible to incorporated stress
measures as part of FMDS2. This is a matter which might 'be considered in
more depth by the FMDS Steering Committee.
.

•
•

•
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Appendix I
Summaries of Individual Groups

Summaries are provided on the following pages of each of the eighteen
group discussions. Subject headings within each summary, while generally
consistent, demonstrate the way in which subsequent discussions were
guided, in part, by earlier ones. They also reflect the ways in which group
partiCipants themselves structured the conversations, varying considerably
in the extent to which they were self-regulating and free-flOwing or required
moderator intervention.
It was upon these summaries and the tapes of the discussions themselves

that the main body of this report was prepared.
•

•
•

•

•

•

Note that these summaries were prepared, as was the body of this report,
for the primary purpose of informing questionnaire design, not to determine
'facts'. That is, the groups were conducted with the conscious intent of
acquiring information about as wide a range of experiences as possible - not
in order to determine 'typical' or modal experiences.
The same purpose was kept in mind when preparing these summaries. One
""immediate consequence of this approach is tha..t, except where perhaps
illustrative of language usage, once redundancy of experience has been
reached in any given area or of any given response its repetition at
successive groups is not reported in these summaries.
Repetitious
reporting would serve no further the purpose of this exercise.
Where in context and accurately illustrative of group participants' meanings
when taken in context, quotations are verbatim. At the same time, however,
it should be noted that cognisance was taken of Carl Bernstein's dictum
that "reporting is not stenography. It is the best obtainable version of the
truth." [Carl Bernstein, New Republic, as reprinted in The Weekend
Australian, June 13-14 1992, p.20] Where accuracy has been better
provided by paraphrasing participants' comments, or by interleaving the
comments of two or more partiCipants, this has been done. For one thing,
strictly verbatim reports lose nuance, tone of voice, expression and
gesticulation. In looser, more freely-flowing group discussions, strictly
verbatim reports may also lose context, a problem not occ~g with such
frequency in focus groups with heavy moderator involvement.
An
independent observer and client representative [the Director of Research
Projects, Defence Force Personnel Policy Branch, HQADF] was present at all
group discussions and has examined each of these summaries, providing a
source of external validation of the ;accuracy of these reports.

•

•
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While the following considerations are discussed in the body of this Report.
since it is not inconceivable that much of what is contained in this appendix
could be taken by some as standing alone. they bear repeating:
Nothing contained in the summaries is generalisable. Nothing
should be taken as representative of the wider Defence
community. It would be irresponsible to take any individual
observation as indicative of Service conditions or life.
Sample selection was systematically biased towards, among
other things, obtaining a wider view of Service experience
than is truly representative.
The number of respondents is too small to allow for
generalisation even if sample selection had not been
systematically biased.
The exploratory methodology employed was designed to
encourage a broad spectrum of responses, not to obtain
responses indicative of either the norm or, necessarily, a
large proportion of Service members or their families.

Composition of the groups were as follows:
Groups 1-6:
Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:
Group 5:
Group 6:

•

•

•

•

•

Sydney. 9-13 June
Target composition - 4 RAA. 2 RAN, 2 RAAF

•

fathers of at least one child not yet at school
mothers of at least one child not yet at school
fathers of at least one child at primary school
mothers of at least one child at primary school
fathers of at least one child at secondary school
mothers of at least one child at secondary school.' ..,

•

•

•
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Townsville, 15-17 June
Target composition - 4 RAA. 4 RAAF

Groups 7-9:

•

Group 7:
Group 8:
Group 9:

fathers of at least one child not yet at school
mothers of at least one child not yet at school
fathers of at least one child at primary school

•

•

•
•

Group 10:

Cairns, 18 June Mixed group of RAN wives and mothers

Groups 11-13:

Darwin, 19-20 June
..
Target composition - 3 RAA. 2 RAN, 3 RAAF

Group 11: fathers of at least one child not yet at school
Group 12: mothers of at least one child not yet at school
"Group 13: fathers of at least one child at primary school

Group 14:

RAAF Base Tindal, 21 June
Target composition - all RAAF, number and composition
unspecified (additional group added at RAAF request)

•

Groups 15-17:

Darwin, 22-24 June
Target composition - 3 RAA. 2 RAN. 3 RAAF

•

Group 15: mothers of at least one child at primary school
Group 16: fathers of at least one child at secondary school
Group 17: mothers of at least one child at secondary school

•
•
•

Group 18: Darwin 25 June
Interview with a single parent Serving member
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Groups 19-20:

•

Perth. 2'1 June
Target composition - 5 RAN. 2 RAA. 1 RAAF

•

Group 19: mixed group of fathers and mothers
Group 20: mothers of at least one child at secondary school

•

•

•

•

•

•
.'

•
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•

Group 1

Group 1
Sydney
9/6/92
Fathers of at least one child not yet at school

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Target - 4 Anny (or their partners), 2 Navy, 2 Air Force
Attended - 4 Anny, all with pre-school age children, one with an older child
as well: No Navy: 1 Air Force with two pre-school children from current
marriage and two from wife's previous marriage, one Air Force couple
without children.

CHILD CARE
None reported any significant ongoing child care problems - one reported
that his wife wanted to stay home in role of mother, one with in-Service
partner reported no difficulty acquiring or paying for community based day
car (he level 4 pay, she level 6 in Air Force), one, stayed home to look after
17 month old child and had very recently (4 weeks) lost another, one found
existing Holsworthy vicinity fairly adequate and looked forward to opening of
Holsworthy centre itself, Air Force father said they had no real difficulties
but because his wife was a licensed care-giver herself, operating in-home
care. None relied on extended family for child care - none lived near parents
or other adult relatives. All but one expressed a loss of extended family: the
remaining said that neither he nor his wife would ever care to live near
Grafton from which they both came, leaving the impression that it was
probably deSired to be away from their families more than away from
Grafton. All but one were partnered with people raised in the same vicinity
as themselves: the remaining one had parents in Brisbane and wife's
parents were from Melbourne - "which puts us (Holsworthy) cpnveniently in
the middle."
.. '
1\vo basic in-Service patterns of child care were discussed and reported as
fairly common -
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Group 1

1.
Licensed care-giver spouses (partners?) of Service personnel
would establish licensed establishments where posted (alleviating any
problems of their own employment as well as the availability of child care)
but noted that (a) it took some months upon posting to establish a client
base which, to the extent that the posting cycles of those leaving coincided
not only left both those posted in an out unemployed for a small but
nonetheless significant period of time; but (b) diminished at times of posting
the availability to other parents of such child care - problems: exacerbated,
of course, when posting cycles are synchronised, involving large numbers of
families
2.
Networks of informal rotating day care provided in an almost
co-operative like sense between groups of acquainted mothers - similar
posting cycle problems emerge as for 1 above

•

•

•

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
None reported an impossibility for their spouses to find employment - one of
··the six did not wish it, one was also in the Services. Setting aside the Air
Force wife who appeared to have difficulties more in adjustment than to
fmding employment - e.g., reported having relatively easily found
employment as a teacher in Sale but did not enjoy the experience so did not
search for such employment when posted (nb: university degree and
teaching certificate· - current age, approximately 25) and may more properly
be equated with elements in the civilian community who are prepared to
wait until the right job comes along since her husband is employed - is
currently employed but did not specify how, the remaining three expressed
time-lag difficulties on employment (one a nurse, one who:· encountered
initial difficulties finding a job in a hair care salon simply set one up in her
own home, the other a registered care-giver) such as that noted above, but
not a significant difficulty in securing employment.
Three of the four in the civilian workforce (teacher, nurse, hairdresser)
indicated that they had personally received indications that the Service of
their husbands worked to their detriment. Universal agreement that this
was the case emerged from the group - not only with themselves, but with
others. The impression was that this was not merely an expression of
military lore but of the direct experiences of themselves or their
acquaintances. The time lag for the care-giver is discussed above.
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Group 1

Service member whose wife is a nurse lost long-service entitlements and
required to undergo additionally training when shifting from
Queensland to New South Wales.

•

was

•

Prior to having opted out of the workforce, the mother choosing to remain
working at home worked weekends while the husband worked weeks.
During that period they encountered no difficulties arising from shift work
or temporary postings away from home. No removals involved with any
postings.

•

•
•
•
•

CHILDREN'S EDUCATION AND HEALTH
Only one parent in this group had any children yet to suffer educational
discontinuity. In this case, the two children who had were the children of
his wife's former marriage. The 9 year old daughter was reported as having
no problems whatever with the five schools she and her 12 year old brother
had attended in the past five years. The 12 year old boy, however, was
. deSCribed as having become almost totally dysfunctional socially - seeing no
need to make new friends, try to succeed in the local curriculum, etc.

COMMUNITI SUPPORT SERVICES
None of the participants evidenced any real knowledge of community
support services available in their areas. Knowledge of one or two Oargely
volunteer) programs such as a local area based "adopted grandfather"
program were mentioned (quite favourably), but by and large there appeared
to be no real awareness of any help they might seek.
Indeed, particularly with regard to discrimination in terms of employment,
there was no knowledge whatever of the legal safeguards and remedies that
were available to them.

ADF SUPPORT SERVICES

•
•

•

.'

The RAAF wife (not mother) was particularly vocal in her condemnation of
family support services provided - particularly having regard to the
unavailability of out-of-hours support for working spouses. She also
indicated that she (a) felt out of place with other service wives who were also
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Group 1

mothers since they did not share the same interests as she (while noting
that most informal. semi-formal and formal social gatherings of ADF
partners were normally "mother-orientated") and (b) suggested that they
discriminated against her because she was in the work force. At the same
time she expressed the view that ADF family support officers were either not
interested or not qualified to deal with the family problems of ADF families
without children. at one point asking ''who would go to them to discuss any
marital problems you were having?"
Others. agreeing to a certain extent about the lack of social work
qualification of support workers, focussed much more on the extent to
which they were understaffed and overworked.

NEEDS CONSIDERED ON POSTING

•

•

•

None of the participants expressed any difficulties about Service willingness
to consider needs on posting. This is not to say. however. that difficulties
were not there - to an extent as discussed above.

•

One. however. noted that it was impossible due to their specific trades for
the Services to post the RAAF sigops wife to the same location as 2Cav is to
be posted. except perhaps for short training periods. The trade specialty of
the 2Cav husband was such that he could reasonably only expect to be
posted with 2Cav. The problem is such that this man has already tendered
his resignation with the Army (see below).

•

RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS
The 2Cav serviceman above has tendered his resignation because of posting
difficulties and is seeking a RAAF enlistment.
With one exception. none of this group had any secondary school age
children where posting might introduce significant curriculum
discontinuities. Nor had they been posted often since becoming married
and/ or parents. The question put was. therefore, hypotheti~al rather than
real; but when asked whether they would take the option "of leaving their
families behind for a normal rotation, all expressed the greater likelihood of
leaving the service than taking up this option. Interestingly. when asked
how they would react to posting Cambodia. there was general agreement
that "it would only be for a year" and would be very profitable. The RAAF

•

•

•

•
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wife present expressed shock at such a reaction; her husband did not enter
into the conversation at this stage.

RESIDENTIAL LOCATION
At vartous points throughout the conversation. it became evident that
particularly for those living at or in the vicinity of Holsworthy. social
networks provided conSiderable support for Service wives and for the cooperative provision of child care (including generally family support when the
serving member was temporartly posted away from home); yet. there was a
strong feeling expressed that group participants and their fellow Serving
members wanted to leave work behind them when they went home.
Generally. the preference was expressed among this group of serving
members for living off-post and in the civilian population.

•
•
•
•

•

•
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Group 2
Sydney

•

10/6/92

Mothers of at least one child not yet at school
Target - 4 Army (or their partners), 2 Navy. 2 Air Force
Attended - 1 Army (partner of Group I, recently lost child), :No Navy. 3 Air
Force (1 ex-Navy herself, 1 the partner of Group 1 member with socially
dysfunctional 12 year old)

•

•

CHILD CARE
None reported any problems obtaining child care. One (a nurse at FaJrfield
Hospital) uses all day care at her place. of employment ($65 per week)
although there had been a waiting period during which she had had to pay
""$120 per week. One (partner of group 1) runs a licensed family day care
centre herself. One (also wife of group 1 member) is a hairdresser working
from home and keeps her child with her, although she partiCipates 4 days a
week in a two hour playgroup (unlicensed but utilising vacant married
quarters - most of the others are her hairdressing clients. suggesting but
not saying she was instrumental in setting it up) which costs $1 per hour
and is voluntarily supervised, herself one day of four - all mums attend, so
provides personal social milieu as well as child care. Remaining mother
stays at home to look after her 1 year old but plans soon to·look both for
work and child care; however "I'm not sure I could leave her with anyone
[murmured assent from the hairdresser mum] except my parents" - will be
"100% certain" of child care adequacy before taking a job - has "not yet
really thought about" what child care will cost - hopes for ideal situation of
starting work and good child care simultaneously - simply not yet seriously
one child care or work market.
General agreed discussion of difficulties of not having f~y available to
help· out - two indicated parents would be prepared to look after during
working hours, one said would not, no comment from other participant.
None expressed any concern at the cost of child care - nurse indicated she
had, of course, sought cheapest acceptable and most convenient ($120

•

•

•

•

•

•
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community-based while waiting for $65 per week work-based).

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

NB: The group 2 mother who is a licensed care giver running a family day
care centre (and her group 1 husband) have the 12 (almost 13) year old boy
who is socially dysfuntional (and who it was reported by the mother has a
chemical imbalance in the brain expected to be resolved chemically in the
next two years) also have an infant who is a chronic asthmatic - because of
the mother's occupation, they have not encountered specific child care (not
the same as medical or climactical) difficulties that others might not
because of the mother's occupation.

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
All group 2 participants were non-serving spouses of serving members (one
was, herself, ex-navy but now a.nurse).
Except for the child giver, all had experienced occupational/ educational
difficulties at one time or another due to service-related removals.
The nurse had difficulties of personal preference (wishing to work only 5-6
days per fortnight) fmding suitable employment in Sydney and has to work
45 minutes from home - this is clearly not service-related except that she
had already found su~h employment prior to her move to Sydney. Her
previous employment in Nowra, however, was difficult to acquire because of
her husband's ADF employment - while numerous suitable vacancies for
midwives or fully-registered nurses were available in the vicinity, it was only
after unsuccessfully seeking employment for months that she contacted a
medical practitioner· of her acquaintance who managed to overcome the
problem immediately. She is required to re-register (with an accompanying
fee and because of local administrative arrangements, in some cases,
delays) in each State or Territory to which she moves. As with other nurses,
she must also pay an annual fee for practicing - unlike others who do not
move, however, she may fmd as a result of a removal that she must, in fact,
have paid licensing fees in two or more states simultaneously.
The hairdresser was employed as Salon manager in Melbourne prior to their
move to Holsworthy. At the time she was in her sixth month of pregnancy
and reported that she would have continued to work until required for
reasons of maternity to quit. While choosing to work at home in Holsworthy
for child care reasons, she suffered a loss of employment before the move
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due to the service related removal.
recognised in all States and Territories.

Her Victorian qualifications are
•

The currently not employed (by current choice) mother had been studying
full-time prior to a previous relocation but had to convert her studies to
external and consequently part-time. While expressing no dissatisfaction
with the quality of the education, she did indicate that completion of her
studies took longer because of her husband's relocation.

•

The nurse and the care-giver both said that they "had learned not to say
that their husband's were in the Service" (itself, a response to an improper
and in most cases illegal job interview question), but instead were "an air
traffic controller" or a "public servant".

•

The nurse was the only of the group previously posted to Darwin where, she
reported the generally transient population actually assisted in obtaining
employment since "ADF members would be there for at least two years."

.
'

.. CHILDREN'S EDUCATION AND HEALTH
The mother of the socially dysfunctional 12 year old and the younger
chronic asthmatic specifically attributed the 12 year old's difficulties to the
moves rather than the locations. Having said that her 9 year old girl adapts
without difficulty indicated that so, too, did the 12 year old when he was 9.
The asthmatic has (for the 4 months in Sydney) suffered particularly from
the climate - prepared to see a full range of seasons before seeking
alternative posting - reports belief that seeking alternate posting diminishes
husband's prospects of posting and would impose further strains on the 12
year old.
The hairdresser mother who has recently lost a child buried in Melbourne
but is reluctant at this point to seek a compassionate posting reporting that
they have been told they could transfer to Melbourne to assist in the
grieving process but that the posting would be limited to 12 months. Since
her husband is due to be posted at Christmas with a 50% chance of
receiving a 3-year Melbourne posting.
.' '
While the results of educational discontinuities are likely to be more
apparent with other groups, one of the group has older children and all
have friends with whom they have discussed experiences. In addition to the

•

•

•

•

•
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disruption of friendsWp groupings, the group commented on two particular
problems:
even though there is supposedly a common curriculum
1.
throughout Australia, there is not a common timetable - sWfted dwing midyear, many find that they already know what is to be taught in the new
school (and thus are bored and put off study - the 12 year old is now
studying the gold rush for the tWrd time) but don't know what has already
been taught (and thus may not learn and are made to feel inadequate)

•

2.
different states have different starting ages - the friend of one
had a child who had done her fIrst six months of school in Sydney when
transferred to Queensland where she was denied entry to school since she
was too young - it was reported that the child's self-esteem was totally
shattered.

•

Difficulties were reported .in terms of future school enrolments. The
uncertainty 0 postings makes difficult getting children into acceptable
. schools at forthcoming locations.

•

•
•

While not indicating any particular problems arising out of mobility in terms
of transport, shopping, etc., there was complete agreement about the
difficulty of locating new satisfactory doctors and the transfer of medical
records. Husbands' unit-based networks are reported as of no use since (a)
the husbands receive military care; (b) "the men don't talk about things like
that [dependent's medical requirement]; and (c) they might get an answer to
a specillc question if asked.

COMMUNI1Y SUPPORT SERVICES
No reported contact. Little awareness of available facilities. General
resignation about the one that seems to matter most to them diSCrimination boards - you don't get any tangible evidence when
discriminated against for reasons of employment.

ADFSUPPORTSERVICES

•

While one indicated she goes to ADFILS facilities to get information on the
locations of new postings, that is the extent of her contact.

•
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Three comments, in particular, seemed to sum up the group's experiences:
'What's the use? What can they do for me that I can't do for

•

2.
''They don't know when your husband's away." [nb: a view
expressed in an informal conversation with one of the Holsworthy family
support workers]

•

3.
''The FWs are disadvantaged in the fact that they can't always
get a mailing list of all off-base families. They're not entitled to have that.
So if she wants to contact people off base it's very difficult for her to get that
off-base address."

•

l.

myself?"

All indicated that they would be more likely to approach their husband's
units for assistance - particularly in the context of husbands' temporary
postings; however,
"It depends on what unit they're with .... He was with a big unit before
and there was always someone who would come around" Smaller units
can't usually serve such a purpose.

•

DEFENCE HOUSING AUTHORITY

•

When asked about ADF provided support services, most discussion
focussed on the Defence Housing AuthOrity - in particular there was
concern with the lack of proper housing maintenance (relative to that
expected of a civilian landlord). Three experiences were reported of no
maintenance being provided where housing stock was to be returned to
civilian housing commissions and, in one case, where the housing was
condemned.

'.

One case was mooted where a housing inspector would say a house was not
clean enough on exit, recommended a particular civilian cleaning agency,
and was accused of receiving a kickback.

'.

RAAF Richmond was reported as no longer having a housing inspector,
resulting in inadequate conditions of houses upon occupation.

'.

Other housing inspectors were accused of being wilful and without a flxed

•
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set of gUidelines/ checklist, etc.
It was clearly the reported experience of group participants that there is no

enforceable 2-way tenancy agreement in force. Whether this is correct or
not. whether tenancy agreements are enforceable only iI). one direction,
simply not enforceable, or not as promptly enforceable as in the civilian
community, it was clearly what the group participants believed.

NEEDS CONSIDERED ON POSTING
Two basic views were expressed:

•

•
•

1.
Seeking compassionate or preferential postlngs are detrimental
to their husband's career prospects.
2.
'They don't look at our preference sheets" .... "I just don't
believe that there's not a computer program somewhere that can match
preferences to postlngs." [in each case, there was virtually no limitation on
. potential postlngs caused by their husbands' trades] One reported friends
who separated "fortunately without children" while posted in Darwin - wife
returned home to Perth - in spite of requested and trade-possible postlng to
Perth "in order to try to patch things up", husband was subsequently posted
to Sydney.

RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS

•

Generally unable to address the hypothetical. However, one said she would
not go to Tindal [stating that there was a considerable negative community
reaction to a later than expected transfer of personnel to Tindal, resulting in
civilian commercial losses].
Another [with the immediately pre-secondary child] said that "Education is
the thing that would eventually force us out."
Length of posting was critical to many factors - all agre~ing at various
points in the conversation that it takes 12-18 months to get settled. One
specifically used length of posting in terms of retention:
"Anything under a 2 year posting - if that started occurring all the
time - I'd say to him [her husband] 'I quit. I don't care what you do but I'm

•
•
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staying. I will get myself a job. I will get myself a house. And I will say
that's it..... It takes you that long to get settled.

'.

RESIDENTIAL LOCATION
Those who had lived on post expressed considerable support for such
housing arrangements - particularly in terms of the security provided at
times when their husbands were on temporary postings away.-' from home military police were praised for the quickness of their response and the
manner in which they fulfilled their responsibilities to protect Service
dependents.
Exactly the opposite was expressed about living in Defence concentrations
[even relatively small ones] off-post since local 'hooligans' knew when ADF
groups were posted away and behaved in "a malicious rather than vicious"
manner - peeping toms, general harassment.
If living off-post. agreement was expressed that they would not wish to live
··in service ghettos for this last reason. Even then. however "once you hang
your washing out" everyone knows your husband is in the ADF.

TEMPORARY SEPARATIONS
Problems arise when postlngs extend to two months or more. There are
problems during the month preceding ... on return., 'We fight for the frrst
month and become a peace mediator between our children and our
husbands." Children cIYing help mediate the fights between husbands and
wives. "Routines help rather than holidays as soon as they come home."
All report going home to their parents for at least part of the periods of
separation.

•

•

•

•

•

The one (in this group, mother) staying at home becomes "too"
independent. .. need to get used to being married against. .. dads have to get
used to not only being a husband again but a father.
'You have to talk to someone ... it's not use talking to m:f sister ... she's
never been through this ... I'd rather talk. to [service] friends rather than
family."

•
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SOCIAL NE1WORKS
While serving members have a ready-made work/social network.
"It takes 12-18 months to make good friends and then you have to move"

"All my closest friends moved out at Christmas ....We·re leaving this
Christmas ... .Ifs not worth the effort trying to' make new friends."
"If you can't make any plans for next year. why bother?"

•

•
•
•
.' .

•
•
•
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Group 3
Sydney
11/6/92

•

Fathers of at least one child at primary school
Target - 4 Army (or their partners), 2 Navy, 2 Air Force
Attended - 4 Army, 1 Air Force (who had previously attended Group 1)

CHILD CARE
The previous participant as well as one of the new (Army) participants' wives
worked as full-time child care supervisors and, expressed, therefore, no
child care concerns. One of the remaining partners chose (at least for the
time being) to stay at home to look after their children.
One, whose wife worked full time in the hospitality industry, relied on
. friends, family (who lived in the area) and occasional care - "Long day care
would be too expensive .... her pay would be null and .void." Nonetheless
their names are down for community-based long day care and has been on
the waiting list for the six months since they moved to Campbelltown.
The remaining member of the group has a wife who only works part time,
casually and occasionally.
When child care is required, they use a
combination of long day care, occasional care and friends.
When away on exercises/postlngs, child care became a problem only for the
member whose wife worked full-time in the hospitality industry or if she
became incapacitated.

•

•

•

The member whose wife worked in the hospitality industry is also the one
with family in the area and friends who help out.
One whose wife is a child care worker said "If she ends up in hospital, we're
stuffed."
.. "
. The only difficulty for the husband of the casual employee was "that it is
more difficult and costs more ... she tries to arrange her working hours
according to child care if she can."
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•

While, in pIinciple, the Services would return the husband home in most
circumstances where the wife became incapable of looking after the children
but (Army participant):

•

'They don't bIing you home because they can't fmd you.... I had a
bloke last year - his wife went into hospital - he had 2 small children under
two years old - they couldn't fmd us for a week - it ended up Community
Services looked after the kids until they could fmd us and send us home."

•

Another (also Army) reported being away on exercises with his wife
previously ill (asked to be excused but denied), his wife entered hospital
while he was away and although he worked next to the communications
centre it was too weeks before he got the message - fortunately his wife
contacted her parents in Newcastle who came to look after the kids.

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
Air Force care-giver spouse was studying to become a teacher (6 months

•
•

. ·short of completion) when earlier posted and had to discontinue study.
Eventually became care-giver because nothing else was available - now "it's
all she's really qualified to do". Took about six months after current posting
to establish client base.
The other care-giver spouse upon current posting took less time - several
parents from previous postings , some posted at the same time facilitated
establishing business.
The current "domestic engineer'" [his:words] has experienced difficulty in the
past when putting down .an'.address'on or near a military installation - "oh,
your husband's in the Service ...you won't be here long enough"
Similar experiences reported by all other participants.

EXTENDED FAMILY

...

"My children [10 and 6] see my parents and in-laws once; maybe twice, a

•
•
•

year [they are in the same location] and the pressure that puts on myself
and my wife is very intense. It's getting to the stage sometimes when you
think I've got to get out and go back to appease the parents and the in-laws
and the wife ... so' the children can have a grandmother and a grandfather.
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"My children haven't seen either of their grandparents for about four years
now so they've had no contact at all - they might as well not have any
grandparents in that regard."

•

CHILDREN'S EDUCATION AND HEALTH
Cited problems with different entry levels/classification,- of classes
(kindergarten v. primary / primary v. secondary) - some have moved and
were too young to go to school at new posting, some not allowed to enter
mid-year (particularly pre-school problem)
Others found reduced a level: "Hurt is in the child crying 'Daddy I'm going
back into kindergarten again' and trying to explain to him 'up here
kindergarten is actually the first year at school''' .... ''You can't explain
that - it's a huge concept for a 5 year old."

•

•

If they remember someone from a previous posting, "they tend to cling for

. the fIrst six months to someone in the same situation."
'The Army kids here· ... the civie kids over there"
Loss of friends - one had taken children back to Canberra for the long
weekend to their non-custodial father [with whom they do not wish to live] visited old school friends - cried all the way from Canberra to Sydney and
during the night.
''Why bother learning the school system .... why bother making friends ....
when I'm going to move away?"

•

•

Reactions to temporary postings
''Your kids won't come to you."
''When they're very small ... go away for anything longer th~ two weeks
they don't even know you're their dad"
.' '
.
"My three year old - if I get my webbing and my gear near the door waiting
for somebody to come and pick me up - he'll be awake or he'll wake up and
come to the door, pointing to me, saying 'back... back ... back' meaning 'are
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you coming back?'" [combat engineer]
"He [12 year old] tries to take over my role ... Dad's away and I rule the
roost." .... "My oldest is ten and that's exactly what he tried to do [when
away until the week prior to this group]"
"I know when I'm away the teachers say 'your dad's away - I can tell"' ....
won't study/play up to get attention .... "Children will start doing their
letters backwards to get attention."
"As iny wife says ... when I'm away and come home and. asks how she's
been while I was away ... 'I've coped. I adapted and I coped ....You're lucky
your kids are still alive."

ADF AND COMMUNI1Y SUPPORT SERVICES

•

•

With one exception the participants in this group lived. and for the most
part have lived, on post/base or in ADF enclaves in the near vicinity of
." posts/bases and largely ignored community services. ADF support services
were generally acclaimed- particularly the Army support where serving
members served in this role - the Air Force participant indicated that the
largely volunteer support networks only worked twenty hour weeks and.
while supportive, were severely overtaxed - expressed envy of Army reports
of support services.
In addition to praising the attention given (see above) when ADF family
support looked after the children of a soldier on exercise when his wife was
in hospital "ACS is normally very good to help people out in strife. I use them to help
out my younger soldiers when they're in trouble."

•

One reported that while away [UNTAG, Namibia] it was deCided that his wife
would live with her parents. Subsequently [the parents were renting] they
were evicted when owners wished to move back in. Phone ~ to Namibia.
Saw Padre. Immediately got her married quarters.
~ ,
"Our are very good - on 24 hour call - Army really looks after [inteIjection:
try to] their families."

•
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NEEDS CONSIDERED ON POSTING
This was not an issue on which this group would be drawn - general
disgruntlement about being moved at whim and fancy: but except for (see
above) the one obliged to go on exercise while wife was ill and subsequently
hospitalised, the group seemed to accept it as part of the job.

RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS
Most of the discussion centred around the quality of the work, disruptive
hours, diminution of conditions of service etc. outside the scope of this
study. As with consideration of needs on posting, partiCipants accepted a
lot of it (especially on-call. disruptions, temporary postings, unpredictability,
etc) as just part of the job. When asked if they'd ever thought of leaving,
one had and returned. others had but couldn't imagine living the static lives
on civie street [the reason given by the one who had re-enlisted for coming
~~.

.. Note,. however, the earlier observation under extended families of a reason
for leaving - this soldier has been in eighteen years and intends to get out
when he reaches twenty.
.

•

•
•

.

LOCATIONAL QUANDARY

••

"From my point of view, I prefer that [living on post or in ADF 'ghettoes'] ...
than living where your wife doesn't have somebody to talk to"

•

''What you tend to fmd when you move into an ADF type area, everybody
knows what you're going through."
Security
General agreement about concern with family security when away on
exercises. '!\vo concrete examples during K89 at Toowo0D;lpa and K92 at
Holsworthy - harassment, phone calls. vandalism, door slaniming, etc.
Toowoomba 89 - "A lot of them were going away ... quitting their jobs and
just going away"

•

•

•
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Holsworthy 92 - prowlers during exercises - "In the end they moved a
policeman into one of the married quarters, but that was about all they
could do."
These problems were not restricted to those living in ADF communities - if
someone in the unit has a grudge and is working at night, might check up
whose away and make silent phone calls. [Against that, the policeman
during K92 could not have been moved into a community married quarter]
Being Locatable

•

•
•

•
•

In all groups so far there have been throw-away lines about not being able
to be found if not living on post or immediately adjacent in ADF housing
compounds. [a view supported particularly with reference to the current
Cambodia exercise by ASC personnel at Holsworthy] One concrete example
of this was provided in this group by the soldier posted to UNTAG During the time they were away a video was made by families and sent to
..Namibia for viewing by his unit. As he watched, he kept waiting for his
wife, who did not appear. Sitting next to another soldier whose wife also did
not live on or near the post and who also· did not· appear, they mutually
asked what was going on. The Padre happened to be sitting behind them.
While "some butts were kicked back home" it was only two days before they
left that videos of their wives [and his new-born child] were delivered. 'They
simply couldn't be bothered [fmding and?] going to Newcastle to get her on
the video."

ATTITUDES WHILE AWAY
''When you're away - depending on how busy you are - it tends not to wony
you what's going on at home. As for the wives ... the moment you walk in
the door ... "here's the kids, I'm going out" ... just to have a break....At least
you've got your mates to talk to."
"Also, you feel helpless if something comes up .... you really don't want to
know about it since there's nothing you can do."
.' ..

•
•
•
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Group 4
Sydney
12/6/92

•

Mothers of at least one child at primary school
Target - 4 Army or their partners, 2 Navy, 2 Air Force
Attended - 1 Army (full-time working spouse of Group 3), 2 Air.Force (1, the
full-time care-giver spouse who had previously attended Group 2)

CHILD CARE
Child-care worker from group 2 looks after her own children."
hasn't
been away since we've been here. Before that we lived two hours away from
home, so on weekends we'd pack up and visit mum and dad."
Full-time worker - "My girls are picked up from school in the afternoon by a
., babysitter - who is an 'illegal' [?] babysitter - can't get the legal ones to do
the hours that I need them - and my husqand picks them up at 4-30 when
he finishes [since she works most evenings] .... if husband is away, her
brother, who also lives in the village, picks them up from the babysitter previous postings - used close friend in village for emergency relief - "I can
remember being in tears a few times because at the last minute she couldn't
do it. I used to get quite angry with my husband: 'you should have to do

•

•

•

•

this' "

non-working mum looks after her own - husband hasn't been away on
exercise in ten years of in-service marriage. ''When my husband joined he
was thirty. He had to come over to the eastern states for eight months. I
was left in Perth for eight months. And then we met up again in Darwin.
And after that separation, that was it - never again! ... He's been lucky, he's
always been able to get out of it."

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT

•

•

.'

Child-care worker had to interrupt studies because of transfer - two-thirds
of the way to becoming a teacher - she'll go back again when close enough
to university.
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Full-time working spouse of husband in group 3 has 2 part-time jobs, one
in days - 20 hours per week, one evenings for 20 hours per fortnight.
"Sure, 1 could stay home and 1 could live off my husband's wage, but there'd
be nothing when we get out of the Army.... I've got to work, that's all there
is to it .... at the moment the only reason I'm doing two jobs [a recent
occurrence - the day job was cut back from full-time to 20 hours per week
and the other coincidentally was available] is that we're moving at
Christmas [2Cav to Darwin] ... and 1 thought 'I'm going to get up there, 1
need to keep my optlonsopen for what line of work 1 go into.' .... 'Ibis way 1
can follow two paths."

•

The other participant is a bank worker currently out of work - 3 postlngs in
ten years have caused her to give up her job each time - out of work past
five months - Because of the RAAF I've had to give up my job. I've had to
give it up three times in a row. And now 1 can't, there's nothing out there."

•

CHILDREN

•

•
•

•

•
•

. ~The last day of school last year in Canberra was dreadful - all the other
kids found out what class they would be in next year and who would be
their teacher and 1 knew it was going to happen so 1 was standing outside
the school when they walked out. One flew past me in tears - we only lived
two blocks from the school - he didn't even stop and the other one collapsed
in tears in my arms." .... [5 months since move] the girl [9] has settled down
well, having formed "a nice little group of friends. Our son [12] is just
starting to put the feelers. Prior to that he just backed off - 'I don't want to
make friends because I'm going to lose them, I'm going to be hurt.' "
'The only thing 1 found was: that they wer.e .reluctant to start school. They
had no problems with leaving.... The frrst day's hard.... They're quite
looking forward to the next move but that's purely because it's an entire
unit move and a lot of the kids in his class know they're all going to Darwin
so they'll all be together."
"My kids have been pretty good. They haven't been impressed or anything
like that. They adjust really well, I think: but 1 have nob"'Ced in the last
couple of weeks that teachers are biased.... My son got voted class captain
and the teacher turned around and said 'he can't be class captain - he's
just got here.' "
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They enjoy the actual shifting - they just don't like starting school.
husband's absences - "My kids hate it .... from day one. They behave really
It's when they return that their behaviour
well when he's away.
deteriorates.... They're looking to me to make the decisions.... They play
the two of us off ... because he's been away, he's inclined to say 'yes'."

•

•

Educational systems
'You can't mix and match the State systems .... they're all right if you're
born and raised in the one state."
"I have seen a 15 year old who's in grade 7, for God's sake, because of all
this shifting and she just said to her mum 'I'm not going to high school' and
she left at 15." .... suggests parental assertiveness - "Next time there will be
no arguments. It'll be whatever grade I think they should go into."

•

•

ADF SUPPORT SERVICES
"For emotional support, no.... I will go to people after - at the time I can't
talk about it."

next door neighbour's husband was an officer in the Gulf at the start heard on the radio. 'The Navy support service - she barely heard from
them" [assumption was expressed that since she was an officer's wife, she
could be left to cope on her own. Group participant's husband was an NCO]
Seamen's wives got the visits, the box of chocolates sent by Danyl Lea on
Valentines day .... She was in Canberra [and, thus, not difficult to contact].
We were her support service. Her family was 1000 kilometres.;,'away and I've
never been as disgusted with any sort of a service as I was then."
"I'd call on various friends in the village. I know they'd be there for me." [if
no network, then ACS, but she works there]

•

•

•

''I'd phone my mother up in Perth .... you have to come over .... I haven't got
a network within the RAAF."
.' "
"My faith in them .... the Army sounds much better .... but my faith in the
Air Force's system of social workers is next to nil."

•

•
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Information

•

•

At one point, the discussion focussed on marital separations. General
beliefs about spouse's tenancy rights inconsistent with both ADF policy and
civilian law. Indicated that the view that they could just be chucked out at
the whim of the member was supported by housing officers and orderly
rooms, not just the men themselves.

NEEDS CONSIDERED ON POSTING
'Very little."

•

"None."
"I can't say it's true of all the times. [considered successive postings]
Thinking of all that now, I have to say they do."

•
•

"DPA came to Richmond a couple of weeks ago and they had a meeting for
.' the wives. One wife went along and she had a good bitch about why they
didn't post her to her husband's posting preferences.... They had the
posting preferences sheets there and they brought it out and they showed
her. 'Happy at locality. Did not wish to be posted from that locality: And
the posting preference that he told her was nowhere to be seen."

RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS

•

•

might leave "if a really, really good job came up."
"I think it's because _ didnt't join up when he was 15. He joined later.
We appreciate it more. In Darwin you get hoses and sprinklers. We
thought this was marvellous, we didn't have to buy them - and people who
had joined when they were 15 were bitching over the different types of
sprinklers .... We thought Tmjust glad I could get a sprinkler: "
"I can't imagine living in the civilian community again. I don't know how I'll
adjust when we're finished."
.' '

•

•

•

.... "But, for all that, the Air Force has been wonderful to me.
wonderful to us."
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''The lifestyle is addictive."

•

RELATIONSHIPS
"I think ifs made me stronger in myself. If _ died tomorrow, I could cope.
I could cope quite easily. He wouldn't be able to manage. I'm sure of that.
.... But I really miss him when he's away."

•

''When he's away you have to make all the decisions and when he walks
back in, it's like 'Hi, the deciSion-maker's back.' "
''When he came back it was like 'I'm me. I've taken care of this entire family
while you haven't been here while you can go and do what you had to do.'
And then I felt like he walked back into the situation like he walked away
from it eight months ago like it was the same, but it wasn't."

•

"I like to think of it like you're reading a book and you get to a page - they
go away - meanwhile you keep reading that book and when they come back
.. they go to the place where they were - you've moved on."

•

Boys playing with their toys while I'm keeping the place going.
frrst posting was away from home town "where all your relatives are and all
your backup systems and I just felt like I got robbed. They were all getting
on with it - rah, rah, rah - and he was into it and I'm just 'hey, where do I
belong, I don't belong here sort of thing.' "

•

•

EXTENDED FAMILY
"I didn't think it would affect me being away from my family; but it did badly."
"I didn't cope with it at all. There was no one out there I could talk to ....
You take for granted what your family does for you. You don't realise."

•

.' .

•

•
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Group 5
Sydney
13/6/92
Fathers of at least one child at secondary school

•

Target - 4 Army (or their partners), 2 Navy, 2 Air Force

•

CHILD CARE

•
•
•

Attended - 3 Army

Been away five months this year - "leaves a lot on the wife's side of things,
with three kids - she works, that's where you have to find somebody to look
after the kids for an hour in the morning and an hour in th evening."
Usually tries to get one or another relative to come to stay if he's going to be
away any length of time .. Noted standard problems if caught in traffic jams,
..etc.
Others - children old enough to look after themselves, at least before [when
rarely necessary] and after school. [youngest of all was 16]

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
One wife basically at home though does voluntary work - canteens at sports
grounds, (military) community groups, etc.
One had problems for some time, now found job she likes.
One in full-time workforce - no difficulties experienced.

•

CHILDREN
Different school standards across states.

•

.' .

"Kids keep getting put back [at school] each time [removal). And you have
to really fight to keep your kids at a level."
"Families have to be educated into asking to have your kids sit for an

•
•
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examination."
They've done it all - don't work - don't pay attention - bored - disillusioned do worse. One who was near top of year 11 before removal now 2nd last in
year 11.
'They've always been the new kid at the school. They've always found the
school bully on the fIrst day.... Just don't want to go to school the flrst
day."

•

•

One child refused to go to school for the fIrst two weeks.
"Mentally, they're gipsies. They don't have a home."
child who's a slow learner - 'Teachers not being fully aware - a 2 year
posting or less than a 2 year posting, your child might have a diftlculty in
learning and, being highly mobile as we are, these problems tend to miss
the teacher." [kid might play up and attribute problems to that - don't see
. them over long enough period of time]
"If you want to be promoted, you've got to be self-centred and say 'bugger
your kids and they go where I go' or you say 'I want my kids to get an
education and keep him in one street where he's got at least a fIghting
chance of being in the average run of the community and get an education
in the one school." When posted here, promised himself to stay so kids
could all fInish primary school in the one place, passed up promotion
opportunities, made it with two and one will only have one year to go when
he shifts to Darwin with 2Cav.

•

•

•

•

SUPPORT SERVICES
trouble when away - talk to unit who may contact ACS, Padre - "still, a lot
of them won't do that. If something goes wrong in the family they don't
want their husbands to know because that will upset him and his career so
they just say 'well I've got to go into hospital and the kids can go around to
their friend's place and stay there for two or three days!.:. The soldier
comes back and all hell breaks loose - "the house has burned down and
nobody told me .... ' "

•

•

"A lot of wives won't go to community services because they think it's below

•
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them to have to beg on their hands and knees .... "

•

•
•

•
•

'The unit's your employer. [whether approached directly or indirectly, via
ACS] It's like going to your husband's boss at the bank and saying 'I've got a
problem'. They won't do it. It doesn't matter how many instructions come
out saying that if you have problems, go to community services. They
won't. They'll phone up mum and mum will get on a plane and come over
and stay for that time and help that problem."
as far as family assistance is concerned, 'This is one of the best areas I've
ever encountered; but. stlll, there's that stigma attached - will not go down
there. She'll always go back to the family first."
A lot of good infonnation provided upon arrival - bus routes, etc.
"Some wives don't want to be a part of it. "I married my husband because I
love him; but ... ' they don't want to be a part of the Army.
. One father unaware of various entitlements with regard to a son who is an
apprentice - told by orderly room that since he was working, no longer a
dependent.

NEEDS CONSIDERED ON POSTING
Often show up at work - asked if you want a job/promotion - not enough
time to talk to wife - either you take it or someone else will.

•

In the lower ranks - 'We need a private here. There's a private there .... "

•

As senior NCOs, were asked if they couldn't help lower ranks - maybe if you
have access to the CO [which they all did] but he's got to play the game, too,
not rock the boat. And, "sometimes the kid won't give you all the facts
because he doesn't want you to know - but, he'll go off and talk to

somebody else - and half the time he won't say 'I don't want to go there'
because we get back to the old adage 'if I don't take the posting I won't get
up the ladder: "
.. ,'

•
•

•
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RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS
'!\vo just under twenty years will stay at least until then and then think
about it - see what job market looks like.
One, with 29 years, expects to get a package as a result of the recentlyannounced redundancies ... probably would have quit anyway.,

•
•

COMMUNICATION
"It's not for the want of trying. It's just that certain men - they have a
mental block about telling the wives what they're doing because they think
it's encroaching on their side of the fence - 'why should she know what I'm
doing? I bring home the paycheck and that's all she needs to know.' "
'That may be a small percentage - there's a lot of servicemen who want to
involve their families in their military lives because it helps their mental
stress. The wife knows he's going away, knows when he's going away, how
·'long he's going to be gone, what he's going to get.... A lot don't, they just
treat their wives as housewives."

•

•

LOCATIONAL QUANDARY

•

4 or 5 people from the same unit in a street, it's empty [Le., all the men are
gone] when the unit's on exercises - 'With a civilian neighbour, mum's got
someone to talk to. But with the Army families, a lot of the mum's pack up
and go home as soon as dad goes to the bush."

•

civie areas - 'They keep to themselves because they see us as temporary
residents. Why [should the civilians] form a friendship since we'll be gone
in two years time."
"Unless you're the person who breaks the ice with the permanent residents,
then you haven't got a hope in hell of meeting anybody."

•

STRESS
''You will never fIx the problem unless you take away the postings .... It's a
mental problem and you can't pay somebody for a mental problem. Now,
it's a mental problem for the serviceman because he doesn't want to leave,
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his wife on her own in a State that she hasn't got the foggiest - nobody's
there - if something happens she can't run down to mum and dad or really
good friends unless they've been there for at least five years.... You'll find
that Service people, when they move, won't make friends for at least two
years ... and then they'll start thinking it's their home ... they'll start
'parents and teachers', these sorts of things. It's a syndrome that gets built
in after about the first or second posting. How can you compensate for
mental stress? By the time you get up to about twenty years, the wife's had
it - she's had to cope more than the serviceman. It's all right, we've got our
mates, we've got out messes, we go down to our happy hours, we get our
stress release but they don't, they're stuck at home."
'We have to be gipsies."
''You tell me any other employment anywhere in the world that has the
problems of a wife in the Army."

•

EXTENDED FAMILIES
in Queensland 10 year - no relatives - "In a State where you ,haven't got
relations, it works extremely hard and I tell you I nearly went through the

•

door of the divorce courts - until I got back to Sydney where I had relations.
If you have a problem you'll go to the relations rather than go to the Army to
get help."
.
''You should have seen my phone bill when we moved to Queensland.

•

REMOVALS

•

no point in buying good furniture - daniages on removals - financial
compensation but either everything's rubbish or you keep buying over and
over again [usually, second hand] - ''You don't tend to want to make your
surroundings nice all the time - you get about 10% of people do that, the
others say 'I'm only going to be here for twelve months, why should I put
trees in the garden, make vegie gardens, do all the stuff to ~ake this place
..
livable when you're going to be moving all the time?' ..

•
•

•
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•

MISCELLANEOUS
may walk into work one day and just be told you're going to be away two or
three days - no notice

•

has to change trade registrations from state-to-state
changes of drivers'Ucenses
same pay for the same job, but some places are more expensive to live

•

•

•

•

•
.'

,';

•
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Group 6

•

Sy~ney
13/6/92

Mothers of at least one child at secondary school

•

Target - 4 Army (or their partners), 2 Navy, 2 Air Force

•

CHILD CARE

•

•

.o'

Attended - 2 Army (wives of group 5 participants), 1 RAAF

1 with no problems, kids are old enough [l6, 18]
1 with 17 and 10 year old - only occasionally need to rely on friend for 10
year old when husband away - 17 year old "lives in a world of his own with
his friends - he's hardly a part of the family" .... "I've never had any
. problems with child care."
1 with 18, 17 and 10 - always one of the older ones available if any
problems come up

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
1 with no difficulties re-entering full-time workforce when children were old
enough
1 went years without ajob - not because of posting [only 1 in 14 years] but
because of her age - recently went looking and found a job she loves: "I feel
good, really good. If I got posted now, I think I'd die."

•

1 a full-time nursing student and part-time, casual nurse (evenings) ... just
by chance got on a couple of night shifts - found it suited her: "Basically,
as far as my ten year old is concerned, I'm always home." .' '

•

•
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•

CHILDREN
''Why make mends if they think they're going to leave them in a couple of
years'time?"
"My kids have become very socially outgoing. They've had to make friends
every two years or every three years."
shifting puts them "right behind the eight ball" - older children moved very
frequently, 10 year old has spent years 2-5 in the same school - "to look at
them, he's academically years ahead of them at the same age."
children being put back on transfers - 'They've both given up. They say,
'why bother - they're never going to fInish.'" Talk to the schools - 'They
don't listen to you" - on current posting eventually found one that would
but couldn't get Mqs in the area - 6 months later, when available, too late.
··3 months in a motel - too long to keep them out of schools
Catholic schools - eventually used Marist Brothers network - didn't think os
padres - "I wouldn't have thought of them as a resource I could access for
that sort of thing.
It

•

•

•

•

"He didn't go to school for 3-4 weeks [at new posting]."
One kept back her three eldest on her own insistence [implication only the
two 18 year olds needed it, but kept back the 17 year old to maintain family
relationships]

•

"Just to get the schools to accept them without an address, without a home
"

Service life not seen to have affected relationships between siblings.

•

.'

EXTENDED FAMILIES

all have really lost anything like frequent contact ... leads to exacerbation of
general concern with children leaving the nest - "I'd be upset. They're all
I've got. I've had to leave all the rest of my family behind.... I'm not fearful
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of them making a life of their own. Ifs just that I want to be part of a family
and they're all the family I've got."
also concern that kids leave home, take jobs, husband posted, children lose
extended family as well

•

RELATIONSHIPS

•

"It [separations) was very difficult then [earlier in career), but it's not so

•

•

"Army has put a big dent in our marriage." Over last few years, dIifted
apart, "slowly coming together again."
difficult now. We must have got over it.... Then, things used to irk me and
things must have irked him as well. Minor things. Things like I was the
main person in the home for six weeks, so I picked up the car keys and
walked out the door and walked to the driver's side. I deCided we would
watch the 7 o'clock news. And then, _ would come home and he would
decide he'd like to watch the 6-30 news. And when we went out he would
.. get the keys and walk to the driver's side. Those tiny little things were
prickles in my life all the time .... You know, you'd go to sit down to watch
whatever you always watched Tuesday at 8-30 and _ would be watching
something else and you'd say 'excuse !!!£, we don't watch ;that on Tuesday'
or 'excuse~, I drive this car.... "

ADF FAMILY SUPPORT

•

"I've used them once or twice - ACS, FWs. I know a lot of wives who've
used them when they get to a new post to get a package of information on
the area."

•

"In the past (that was years gone by) I have actually been to the Air Force
base when a problem's arisen and I got such a cold, 'don't come into out
area, wife' attitude thrown at me. That repelled me and I've never been
back." (this is the participant that reported eventually used civilian priests
for kids schooling rather than the padres)

•

•

•

NEEDS CONSIDERED ON POSTING
''What comes third is where you go.
time."
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husband was air crew-maritime duty and away all the time, wanted to be
with family, sought unwanted desk job and had no trouble getting it. Early
posting to Butterworth because the 'amplified' (stated reasons for wanting it
- not same as asking for a compassionate posting or preferential treatment)

RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS
probably out in next couple of years when 20 years are up - but it depends
on the job market

•

•

husband expects package - would have quit anyway (already had filled out
the forms)

•

not seriously considered quitting - wouldn't know how to live civilian life
(she, herself, was an Air Force brat) - when discussed, husband talks of
video shop in Oz, she likes idea of photo shop in Queenstown (NZ) - has a
sister who visits there frequently

•

. .MISCELLANEOUS
2 asthmatic children but postings have caused no problems
one expressed difficulties in findtpg new doctors on postings.
Also
expressed difficulties arising out of having to change doctors frequently - no
continuity - she had gall bladder problem for eighteen years before
diagnosed - "If I'd gone to the same doctor for 18 years he would have found
it."

Even though a Service brat herself, the Air Force wife hadVonly recently
realised the importance of carrying your medical records with you - son had
difficulty on Army enlistment since he couldn't prove that something [itself a
clerical error] was not the case.

.'

•

•

•

.

•

•
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Group 7
Townsville
15/6/92
Fathers of at least one child not yet at school

•

Target - 4 Army, 4 Air Force

•

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT

•

Attended - 2 Army, 4 Air Force

"My wife hasn't had a job that's been portable. The shortest period, it's
been six months before she can find a job. She gets in, she looks for six
months~ she waits for 18 months and we're gone again." [currently, after 6
months, full-time job, probably portable hereafter] ... if not portable, don't
accrue long-term benefits [long service leave? super, etc]
"If you're Army or Air
her long enough' "

•

Force~related,

they won't take them on - 'you won't be

"Pushing it uphill to fmd work. We've been lucky. We only got here in
January [5 months previously]. She's been very lucky to find work now."
Another wife always has had a portable qualification.

•

•

"I know of a guy who turned down a posting on promotion because his wife
is in ajob earning $25,000 a year. He can go and take the promotion, she'll
lose her job and his pay will go up by about $5,000."
One works part-time - he's a caterer - always been in a position where
casual work was always available
"out of work 8 months - tried and tried and tried - especially difficult in
Townsville when they fmd they're in the Service."
.,.

•

•

•

two left work to look after family; one left school when discovered not able to
fmd adequate and affordable child care
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CHILD CARE

•

"massive" problem on posting to fmd child care
other children available for some when conflict between husband and wive's
work.
like most 2-Income Australian families, those with
occasional care, take leave themselves

school-age~;children

use

"Admittedly, we hadn't done a lot of leg work to sort out child care [before
arrival In Townsville]." Took a long time - only two place available occasional care (without ongoing guarantees) and a professional nanny
(with government subsidies, they prefer larger families) - full waiting list at
all acceptable centres - eventually, wife gave up study to look after the
children
generally, when away on exerCises, "you cope, work yourself around it" , normally share responsibilities for taking, picking up, moving from
occasional care to pre-school - she has to do it all when he's away - would
be difficUlt with her job, but at least for the present she has an
understanding boss
short notice makes it harder to make arrangements _"1 :30 In the morning.
Bang! You're going bush for fourteen days."

CHILDREN'S EDUCATION AND HEALTH
"I had one child put back half a year."

•

•

•

•

•

no medical problems exacerbated by Service life
"It's getting to the stage now that you keep medical records for your family
and start transferring them with you."
problems changing doctors all the time, fmding new doctors -2' "Anybody who
remains in the same area for some time has the opportunity to assess the
quality of medical support. When you're moving. you have to do it again
[with less time to do so],"

•

•

•
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"My twelve year old fmds [removals] exciting - 'let's go see more of Australia.'

•

"

'They adapt pretty readily: but they still have to make new friends."

SUPPORf SERVICES

•

•

•
•

•
•

'There are a lot of people who don't know how much infrastructure exists to
cope with problem areas. They just don't know that you've got a FLO or a
social worker, that you've got people external from the Service if the
problem's within the Service and you've got people in the Service if the
problem's external to the Service. You can win on both fronts; but they're
not heavily advertised.... People don't want to think of us as a welfare
service, we're a Service."
At the unit level, the quality of advice/information available and effort
expended varies from unit-to-unit and person-to-person.
""Townsville Army family welfare "is wonderful." At previous posting - " You're
out in the countIy, a million miles from nowhere, no one gives a rat's ass."
[as NCO in unit] 'The biggest hurdle is getting people to explain their
problems. So many times I've had a person come into my office and say 'I
want to go to Williamtown: - why? - "Uh, I think I'd be better down there
than here.' - 20 questions - next two hours tIying to fmd out why he wants
to go - next thing you fmd out the guy's broken up with his wife, has a
girlfriend in Williamtown and an illegitimate child, has real problems to sort
out.... One phone call is all it takes to find out it's all true, you've got a
suicidal woman down there....
hasn't told his section commander
anything."
"99% of the time the problem will come to a head eventually but you'll
always get those that won't talk .... You're never going to know."

EXTENDED FAMILY

•
•
•

"I look at my brother and my sister and their families. They're close to all
the relatives. The kids have four grandparents. We've chosen to move away
from them. You don't have the support from the external family. Being
posted, you fend for yourself in time, you finally fmd new friends and it's
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time to move on again. You're never anywhere long enough to fmd friends
that you can really get to trust."
"Close neighbours as well. On civie street, they're sitting there for 10-12-13
years .... Where if you're not moving, the bloke next door is moving and if
he's not moving the bloke up the street's moving. That puts pressure on the
family.... The older the kids get, the harder they fmd it to let go."

CONSIDERATION OF NEEDS ON POSTING

•

•

"Situation always seems to be changing."
One problem - too many make up stories, hurts the one with real problems
/ genuine reasons.

•

Compassionate, if perceived as genuine
"I can't just stay in Townsville because I like the weather.... In my area of
--the Army I don't think it's looked at very much at all unless it's for
compasSionate reasons. They don't try to help the individual in that regard
unless there's a particular reason.· And that's why a lot of bullshit gets
spread around. A lot of excuses come up. Education reasons come up.
Health reasons come up. A lot of these excuses aren't really there if you
looked into them."
'The RAAF's working towards a good system. They've got as fair a system
as they can.... They promote people fIrst before they post them .and they
look at their preferences and if that happens to fall into place.they'll do that.
But it's not always possible. They will listen and they'll try [especially if
year 11-12 children involved].... We're our own worst enemy, too, where
people for one reason or another want to be posted to one area or another. I
don't believe their reasons are as honourable as they make out."

RETENTION CONSIDERATIONS
None interested in getting out - one expressed fear that be will go with
restructuring - has asthma and been classified medically unflt to be a
fIreman - but just civilian cleared to become a divemaster - expressed
general concern agreed by others [nb: the policy is irrelevant - if only 1 in
10 are to go, most if not all will still be worried]
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Group 7

DEMANDING EMPLOYER

•

•
•

•
•

•

cope with anything as long as there's enough notice. And a lot of times
you don't get that notice."
It •••

'The job itself is demanding.... we have to be there.... we work to a rigid
schedule .... You've got to design your lifestyle around the Services, not your
family life. [wife left him because of this - has remarried/repartnered) ....
Things are changing a lot.... people are becoming aware that people are
human beings and should be treated like human beings. [compared with 17
1/2 years ago when joined up] .... affects family when you're not there ... a
lot of times when they need you. The job's got to be done.... MilitaIy people
say 'Stuff it! It's got to be done. Complain about it later.' Civilians don't
understand that. Wives don't understand that.
'The immediate impact of the removal - you don't have to think about it. All
of a sudden you're going to a new location. It has hit your spouse; but the
immediate impact is on the kids.... And then all of a sudden it hits your
. wife about 2 months down the track.... She's been so busy for that two
months - on the phone constantly - ringing up day care centres, seeing if
there are employment opportunities. trying to make sure everything's
prepared for you since you're at work. preparing you for the new area."

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
'They've got to make new friends. fmd employment. familiarise themselves
with new surroundings. be comfortable. A lot of wives do that because they
realise they've gotto do-that. Now. not all [marriages] survive that."

MISCELLANEOUS

•

"Sometimes it feels like you're creating the wheel again [on removal) ....
making new friends. organising child-minding facilities. arranging preschool. For some people it becomes a matter of course.... others fmd it very
difficult."
.,
.

•
•

•
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Group 8
Townsville

•

16/6/92
Mothers of at least one child not yet at school

•

Target - 4 Army, 4 Air Force
Attended - 4 Army, 3 RAAF
Both the local ASC warrant officer and an ADFILS CDO were present with
this group. The CDO was [minimally] intrusive and may have made it
impracticable to discuss family support services.

•

EXTENDED FAMILY
"Loss of family support - I've got five asthmatics. [when one goes into
hospital she needs to go in with him' - once when husband away, moved all
.. five kids into hospital because new to posting, had not established network
of friends, had nq relatives in the area to look after them)."
"Can't grow up with their cousins like I remember growing up with mine."
One had a grandfather die last year - other set of grandparents were coming
to visit - "Nana's coming" - "your mum and dad" - 'no, dad's" - "is that the
one that died?"

•

•

•

CHILD CARE
three stay at home, 1 part-time with casual care, one in-service couple pays
$520 per fortnight, 1 in-service couple uses neighbour for full-time care,
other uses school and after-school programs
"I fmd trouble when you first march into a place. I have to 1;ake leave ... at
least a week (in-service couple] to find child care." - previous posting,
advised prior to arrival that plenty of care was available - arrived - "Sony,
we're closed for 4 weeks" [Christmas break] - had to take four weeks' leave

•

•

''You use up all your leave [in-service] doing the things you have to do when

•
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you're posted"

•
•

''You have to look at your child care 4-5 months before you're posted - you
usually don't have that much notice."
"Even knowing what facilities are available ... you can't rely on just a
physical description ... you have to inspect it, you have to take time to look
at it."
.
In-Service couples when simultaneously on courses send
grandparents.

•

•

kids

to

Work and child care
at university part-time in Canberra - posted to Townsville - inadequate and
unaffordable child care available - decided not to work and stays home "It's just too expensive for me to go back to work, at least .$180 a week.... if
we were living at home, mum said she'd look after them while I was at uni."
'That's the main reason I gave up in the early days - it's just too hard to get
quality child care."

•

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
Bulk of this group either opted out of the workforce for reasons of parenting
/ child care [see above] or are partnered in-Service.

•

•

One in-Service. couple joined the Service to avoid job discontinuitles
encountered during the previous ten years
Neither of the in-service couples have yet been posted separately - "but
we've really had to fight for it." Once, one week after husband off for four
months in the bush she received her own posting notice - it took two
months before she was able personally to talk to her husband [implication
that at least Army had notified him]

.

•

•

•

"My earning capacity ... because we move I can't keep equal with my peer
group."
similar problems expressed by in-Service couples - "My peer group's my
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boss.... I married someone in another corps and I dared to have a baby.
And then you have to make a decision whose career is going to come first. I
had a CO write on my report This member is married to a Service member.
Her career is in no way to impede his."
Service couples forced to decide whose career comes first - ''we just took
turns.
First, we'd wait for him to get promoted, then~,- we'd change
preferences. "

CHILDREN

•

•

•

Different curricula across states - even within a State
school year repeated
one child, doing things the way taught in previous system - "he thinks he's
doing the right thing and that makes him feel he's doing it wrong"

•

"her lack of self-confidence because she was being taught so many different
things and she just went into her shell"
"Some people are under the impression that it doesn't. really matter until
they're in high school and that's wrong."
"By the time they get to high school it's almost too late to change their
personality. "
younger children not recognising fathers when returning from temporary
po stings
"If you put your children before your marriage [ref unaccompanied postings]
you just substitute one set of problems for another."

REIATIONSHIPS

•

•

•

.

'You become very self-sufficient."
"I've found that I've had to take over certain roles and I've found that when
my husband's home I don't relinquish them."
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PERSONAL
'The moving is the hardest part - re-establishing all the time, forming new
support groups, friends, doctors, dentists, hairdressers, all that sort of
thing."

•

'You learn to pack very quickly and to unpack very quickly."

•

''You just don't get motivated to do things. to make things nice like the
garden ... even taking responsibility in the community ... I just put in less
effort ... I couldn't be bothered."

•

HOUSING

•

•

•

•

It

"Six months down the track, I'm making friends, I'm into everything but it's
a hassle doing it over and over."

. lit is becoming clear from individual asides that the lack of housing choice
upon posting - particularly for mid-cycle postings - leads to a limitation in
the choice of doctors, child care. schools, etc]
[similarly. seemingly unrelated conversations are. suggesting that a) housing
subsidies are not perceived as such but rather as just another part of the
package and that b) they are not being used to compensate for fmancial
losses arising out of mobility but regarded as part of their pay]
[these areas will be pursued with later groups]
SUPPORTSER~CES/NEnNORKS

community information packs - RAAF distributed by community services.
RAA distributed by unit
no consistency when distributed - 4 weeks before posting" on arrival. 6
months later, never
"still not a substitute for being there"
'There's not an Army support group like I thought there was."
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"I think there's always been people you could call on in times of trouble but
whether you would choose to call on a stranger [ADF or community support
services or neighbours if new to an area]."

POSTING CONSIDERATIONS

•

•

mixed reactions - some favourable, some unfavourable
''There's always a thrill with each posting: but, as you've been through
more, the thrill starts to wear off....
Especially as the children get older."

•

RETENTION
on indicated would get out when kids reach secondary school - will have
completed 20 years by then

•

"the trouble is the economic climate"

•

"I knew what I was getting into when I married."

•
.'

~.'

•

•
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Group 9

Group 9
Townsville
17/6/92
Fathers of at least one child at primary school

•

Target - 4 Army, 4 Air Force
Attended - 3 RAAF and 2 Army

•

NB: RAAF chaplain attended and rank/status/role differentiation was
perceived. Support services not conSidered.
NB: This group was notable in that it was the fIrst in which participants
chose to raise the issue of the danger associated with their jobs

•

•

•

. ·SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
one has wife who is Vic qualilled teacher - indicated Queensland puts her to
the bottom of the list - only get work as emergency/relief teacher
discussing an acquaintance - "his wife stayed here because there were no
jobs available at her level [travel agency manager]" ... children stayed with
the mother ... one of the perks of the job is good travel deals to Brisbane
where husband posted
"my wife had no trouble at all"
"a lot go and retrain to do something else"

•

•

issue of being married to a serviceman raised again - partiCipants also
raised the training investment required of employers
"that happens with juniors, too. High school kids. They've"got to be really
heads and shoulders above everybody else."

•
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•

CHILD CARE

•

many cases child care problems are same as for civilians: but, "we don't
have a choice where we live" - State, town, suburb - ''When you move, you'll
be offered a house ... one, maybe two ... you don't have any choice where
you're going to live" - civilians pick where they live on a let of grounds,
including child care, schools, doctors, shopping, etc

•

CHILDREN
"... even to the point of becoming ill on removal ... "
"going from, say a grade 9 in Queensland to a grade 8 in Victoria.
Subconsciously, and mentally, they're going back a grade.... In their mind
they think they're going back. It's very damaging."
"Education of their children is one of the principal factors why a person will
.. opt to remain in their current location at the expense of their career. Or, in
fact, separate from the Service."
'Teachers don't put as much attention in them - they're going to be gone in
a few months or so."

•

•
'.

Locational quandary
'That's why I question putting Defence families out in the community. We'd
be better off putting pressure on [particular] schools, to ensure that they've
got teachers who understand the special needs of Defence FOFce kids rather
than having isolated kids out there."

•

HOUSING

•

don't regard housing subsidy as allowance to compensate and be used to
overcome mobility costs - just a part of their income
:'
"Depending on where you are and your rank, you may be paying more than
the current market value."

•
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'When I was in Adelaide, my next door neighbour was on the dole. He was
paying less than I was for the same [housing commission] house."
"Rental should be set at a local level based on current prices." - but, some,
say in Sydney couldn't afford It

•

•

"If I was paying civie rent, I couldn't afford· to live." [one income family]

EXTENDED FAMILY
"Our closest family is two and a half thousand kilometres away. So, there's
no visiting grandma for the kids. The kids miss out on the grandparents."

DANGER

•

•

.'

•

'That's why we're here. We're fIrst soldiers, then we're in our trades. That's
. what we're told. That's what we do. We're a peacetime Army at the moment
so a lot of people are treating it as an everyday job; but, the reality is that
··we're prepared to fIght and die for our country. We, at any notice, can be
killed for our country or go overseas and lay our lives on the line whereas in
. a civilian job and you don't like it you can say 'phhttt' [accompanied by rude
gesture] and you're off."
training for war is dangerous, it's not just the stress arising out of your
being prepared to go to war
almost constant stress on the family
'The training we take 'is by its very nature quite dangerous.... I spent over
two years in the SAS and that played on my wife's mind all the time."
'They take on more responsibility ... and become more self-sufficient
because one day they might have to be."

MISCELLANEOUS

,," ..

One, posted for training, 'While I was on course my wife became ill and we
had to put our kids into foster care." currently receive FAS, for reasons of

•
•
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future prospects, he and wife decided to follow this course of action rather
than have him discontinue the course and have to wait another 2-3 years
because of the backlog in course placings - combination of low disposable
income, need to be separated for a long period and the absence of extended
family.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
.'
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•

Group 10
Cairns
18/6/92

•

Mixed group of wives of RAN personnel, one a RAN lieutenant herself (with
no children), one other with no children. Five married with children. Except
for the RAN lieutenant, none of the others are in the labour force. This
group was put together on very- short notice to utilise a five-hour layover in
Cairns. For these reasons, the group centred on clients of community
centre (the Naval lieutenant was the local PSO) - because of this, all were
well networked.

•

•

Because all of the mothers were out of the workforce by choice, there were
neither employment problems (though they have had problems in the past
and one might have looked for work if her WA educational quals did not
disadvantage her in Queensland) nor child care problems - even in
emergencies they fall back on their network.

. SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT / CHILD CARE
"As the wife of a sea-going sailor, I'd have to work outside of school hours ...

•

But, even then, with a sea-going husband, what do you do when he's at
sea?"
in-Service family - took 5 months leave without pay to accompany husband
to Cairns - ''I'd been going out with him for some time and he made me an
offer I couldn't refuse - 'marry me and come to Cairns with me' "
very- good child care, before and after school care in Cairns

•

•

•
•

one not prepared to use child care - if extended family around, would be
prepared to leave with mum and seek employment

RELATIONSHIPS
'What family? There's me and the children and this man wl10 drops in from
time to time."
on three month sea duty, may get a weekend home in the middle --
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''You wouldn't believe how much relief the wives get."
'The dog's biting the postman and the kids are biting the dog and you're
drinking too much.... and all of this can be yelled at him and he can go
back to the boat and have his nervous breakdown."
"It's much easier on the children, too.
tlmespan."

Children have :.such a short

•
•

what about those without children? 'They don't have to yell - they do other
things with their weekend." -- "Oh, no - nothing beats the feeling like his
coming home for the weekend - it's like a honeymoon."
once, one told her husband it was her or a particular posting - they
separated

•

.·SECURITI CONCERNS
not really - perhaps at flrst - "But, you can't just lock yourself up. You'd go
mad. You just carry on ... become more independent, stronger."

CHILDREN

•

child put back a year
one, with a slow-learner, has been given extended Cairns posting - child is
catching up and will be posted soon - if DHA housing not-available near
appropriate centres, will go TRA
inadequacy of some health care in Cairns - one had to take her daughter to
Brisbane - what if husband at sea? - network provides her necessruy
support.

•

HOUSING
'Take this home.
Sydney."

Like it or lump it. I even had my address before I left
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DEMANDING EMPLOYER
'We got married on Australia Day weekend. On the Monday I went back to
the Air Force [since quit] and he came to Cairns."
One had arranged wedding and then husband, groom and one other all put
on duty - had to bribe another crew to take their places

DANGER

.'

"Every time he gets on a boat you wony - you die a little. There are still
unexploded WWII mines out there.... But, that's their job."

NAVYv.OTHERSERmCES

.'

•
•

One of the main reasons this group was put together was because Navy,
although invited, did not partiCipate in Sydney and one predominantly Navy
group scheduled for Perth was in risk of cancellation [by Navy). Accordingly
. 'participants were asked how they thought their circumstances were
different.
With sea-duty explained as one three-month stint a year and periodic
shorter periods of sea duty, temporary absences would appear to more, or
less equate with Army's (Air Force, less so than either Navy or Army). At
least with this group, back-to-back sea/land postings in the same location
has been the experience and the expectation, for a period of 4 years - fewer
removals than Army (Air Force?).
'The primary difference '... when our guys go to sea ... they're very difficult to
contact. [with 008 numbers] It can take hours and hours and hours. The
Army guys may go out on manoeuvres but they can always be found and
brought home in case of an emergency." - may not even be able to lift
sailors from the boat.

•
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Group 11
Darwin
19/6/92

•

Fathers of at least one child not yet at school

•

Target - 3 AAA, 2 RAN, 3 RAAF
Attended - 2 RAN, 2 RAAF
[In a sense, this was both the best and the worst group to date in that
nothing new of relevance developed - the most conventional measure of a
focus group program's having served its purpose is when you can reliably
forecast what the group is going to say. At the same time, the group
dynamics left something to be deSired - only four participants, one of whom
endeavoured to demonstrate his knowledge of the system more than
anything else. Because of this and because it served other purposes . indeed, in an area not relevant to this study (member - ADF housing officers
- DHA interrelationships in Darwin), but of interest to the DPR. DFPPB and
having consequences for the satisfactory family lives of serving members in
Darwin, it was allowed to run its course]

•

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
1\vo choose to stay at home to look after their children. 1\vo were part-time,
casual, shift-work nurses who had no difficulty fmding work '":',in fact, it was
suggested that being a Defence wife is of less concern in nursing than in
other civilian professions.

•

Still, the wife of the soon to be yet-again sea-going sailor would have to give
it up when he goes back to sea duty.

•

Both with wives in employment suggested that, while the money was
appreciated, it was mainly for reasons of personal development and
satisfaction that their wives worked.

•
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CHILD CARE
Not an area of concern for the two members whose wives were not working.
Land based sailor has found a group of very good babysitters. Wife of other
(see above) will have to quit work when he returns to sea duty.

•

The problem was raised of single parents in shift-working (eg,
communications) trades - either they quit or are given preferential treatment
since adequate night child care not available. Talking hypothetically and
speculatively, however. This item is only included here since no single
parents have yet to attend any of the focus groups - how they cope in the
ADF context can only be discussed fruitfully by them.

CHILDREN

•

•

health problems not raised
.. only educational problem involved cultural differences between Melbourne
(home and previous posting) and Darwin - in this instance relating to
participant-ascribed preferenti3.l treatment of Aboriginal school children in
terms of school discipline (said that if Aboriginal school children disciplined
as others they would simply stop attending school and that this was
unstated but acknowledged school policy)

RESIDENTIAL LOCATION

•

security of being on base (as at RAAF Darwin) appreciated.
wife moved on-base when husband away at sea - "As soon as she drove
through the gates she new she was home ... safe."

•

some, on the other hand, like to leave their work at work
"Civilians don't like renters; they only like owners.... It
to prove to them that you're a good guy."

•

•

~~.s

quite a while

'We've found living off-base good - you meet a lot of different types of
people.
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HOUSING
due to the way GRS is calculated, in many places ADF members pay more
than the civilian rents - in such cases GRS not seen as a subsidy to meet
costs associated with frequent removals
in Darwin housing officers continue to function as of old and DHA not
normally contacted direct (especially moving in and moving out - entIy
condition reports non-enforceable) - this is a matter outside the scope of the
current study and, as I understand it, inconsistent with intended policy since it occupied such a great amount of time in this discussion it is noted
here; but left to DRP, DFPPB.

•

DANGER
''The fellows are probably nervous but they're chaftng to go [to Cambodia].
Their wives are fearful and don't want their husbands to go."
. "My wife's brother had just been posted off [HMAS] Adelaide when they were
told they were going to the Gulf and he was just furious. My wife couldn't
understand. "
"A lot of the guys say things to their wives to pacify them and then go to
their section commander and say 'can I go, can I go' "
The boys have been given their toys and trained in them - now they want to
use them; their wives don't want them to.

ADF FAMILY SUPPORT
"A lot of the wives won't go to them. The wives are reticent to approach
them with their problems ... because the Services have had a bad record in
the past - the Navy's probably been the worst. Things are getting better.... "

•

•

•

•

COMMUNICATIONS WHILE AWAY
There is radio-telephone communication available to ships at sea; but
difficult and expensive - only for real emergencies. ''The ship doesn't have
to accept the call because they might be in the middle of an exercise. Some
CO's policies are that they will not have them."
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RAAF - casualty while away on remote exercise - had to get message out by
runner - wives knew of casualty but not who and no means of contact 'The last priority I had at the time was to ring my wife and there was no
way she could have rung me."

•

•

•

•
•
.'

•

•
•
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Group 12
Darwin
20/6/92

\..

Mothers of at least one child not yet at school
Target - 3 RAA. 2 RAN, 3 RAAF
Attended - 3 RAAF, 2 Army
[reflecting group 11, little new acquired from this group]

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
"as soon as you Defence, they say 'how long?' "
"and your resume ... they assume you can't hold a job."

•

,

no problem in Darwin - 'They're used to a transit population."
"you say 'he's and engineer' or 'he works for the government. It's a shame
you have to hide it."

•

even then, sometimes address gives it away

CHILD CARE
one has been in Darwin only 6 weeks - in hotel
"I think we'd all like occasional care. Full-time care is not a problem. You
can always get full-time care."
"a wife, at least, that didn't work, that took in kids"

•

•

one uses on-base child-cm-er - "she would have preferred full-time children
but most of what you takes is occasional care"
importance of licensing emphasised - "If you're not licensed, you're not
covered by insurance."
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Group 12

'There are quite a few ladies who are licensed."
how fmd it - Family Day Care Association - not approach ADF family
support services

DANGER
don't like it but it's a part of the job

FAMILY SUPPORT

•

•

•

some more comfortable with chaplains, some with social workers - matter of
individual preference - all reported favourably on contact with FLOs (who
had recruited them for group)

POSTING PREFERENCES
mixed experiences with accommodation to posting preferences - appreCiated
." different ADF requirements re different trades/musters

RETENTION
not really yet become an issue

•
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Group 13

•

Darwin

20/6/92
Fathers of at least one child at primary school
Target - 3 RA1\. 2 RAN, 3 RAAF
Attended - 2 RAN, 2 RAAF, 1 non-serving RAAF husband

•

[basically redundant]

•

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
most problems due to lack of continuity at one place / in the workforce
reregistration requirements of nurses "even though she's nursing in the
SeIVice" - in case something goes wrong at the hospital
even when get jobs, ''you're the one who takes the worst shifts. You're the
one who gets laid off fu-st.... That's the pOSition she fmds herself in even
though her qualifications are higher than most of her peers."

CHILD CARE

•

•

availability - "moving about a lot you fit in at the end of the line.... In some
areas of Darwin, it's at saturation level."
''You have to go to woop-woop to get into one.
mightn't like it."

[with less choice] you

no extended family support - "my mother-in-law lives 3000 Ks away."

HOUSING
don't get to pick where they live

•

take what you're given
DHA set national rental levels for subsidy, not local levels
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CHILDREN'S EDUCATION

•

one had a child held back; one had a child go up

FAMILY SUPPORT
one. a CO himself. believed that soldiers and their families should go to
their Cos and leave it up to them who to contact. if anybody

MISCELLANEOUS

•

•

Service husband - "everything's for the wives [groups, support. etc.]" - he
and friend in similar position actively insinuate themselves - has received
correspondence addressed to "Flying Office [his wife] and Mrs _ " - nb:
shirt for sale hanging on wall behind him said that the hardest job in the
RAAFwas the RAAF "wife"

•

•

•
•

•
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Group 14
Katherine
21/6/92

•

Last-minute group set up when it was established that RAAF Tindal would
like a group, even if on a Sunday. A mixed group of 14 RAAF participants 1 RAAF female with husband who was also RAAF until recently, 1 RAAF
male with wife, male social worker, female FLO, 8 non-serving wives of
serving members (3 former Services themselves). 5 were themselves the
children of serving members.

•

since the group was so large and held in the only available facility, without
prior arrangements, the acoustics were not such as to provide audible tape.
Fortunately, very little, new was raised -

•

a)
concern with the lack of civilian infrastructure / amenities in
Katherine, 23 Kms away - eg, only one high SChool (no private or
Catholic), only one supermarket, limited range of medical facilities
(and not necessarily available in Darwin)

•

b)
able to get some valid retention information since 4 group
participants had left ADF
c)
. had reasonable discussion of their
experiences of single parent RAAF members

perceptions

of the

•

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
Generally not a problem at Katherine since RAAF not seen as ~omparatively
transient - FLO later indicated that certain civilian employers would contact
her as a matter of course if needed workers - she maintains an informal
register of the wives (spouses?)
different at other postings - as expressed by earlier groups
1 veterinary nurse out of work force 5 years - feels no longer-qualified
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•

Group 14

CHILD CARE
mixed bag as earlier groups - particularly lack of occasional care - problems
moving into new area - no network - no friends - don't know who to trust
with your children - perhaps expressed a little more strongly in, the group
compared to earlier ones
-

CHILDREN'S EDUCATION
same dislocation experiences as earlier groups - in Katherine context
Oocation rather than mobility) - reference to the lack of choice mentioned
earlier

HEALTH

•

•

•

•

•

•

few facilities in Darwin; but greater sense of medical isolation than at other.
even remote, postings since' Darwin is not seen as having the necessaxy
. 'facilities either - Adelaide most accessible

HOUSING
standard excellent and standardised - approx 200 just off-base and 200 in
East Katherine - little if any chOice since little if any surplus stock - longer
waiting list for on-base (actually, a confmed community just outside the
fence, but still 23 kIns from Katherine) than off-base since it represents the
preferred option
majority preferred security of on-base; some preferred assimilation off-base
[certainly closer to civilian infrastructure, particularly schools; but further
very good RAAF social / sporting facilities)
As in Darwin, housing is allocated by the Housing Officer rather than DHA.

The housing officer is ex senior RAAF and not seen as providing a level
playing field - rank perceived as important, general 'take wl}at you can get this is the Service - attitude"
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one related (and neither questioned nor disputed by other participants - of
mixed rank) occasion when, in dispute with DHA. either DHA or Housing
Officer (?) went to his CO, leaving him with no opportunity for proper
redress of his grievance
for whatever reason (shoddy workmanship was suggested), the DHA
housing (and, indeed, other - office, gym, etc) are undergoing a re-tiling
program. Group participants had received letters saying that--:;some time in
the future your house will be retiled - don't know when; but:· take this as
your four-week notice. Subsequently relying on the somewhat dubious
nature of this 'notice' several had been told less than a week (in one case,
on a Friday for the following Monday) that they would have to move out of
their houses and into temporary accommodation (this was the source of
DHA redress to the CO)

•

•

POSTING PREFERENCES
general acceptance that often RAAF have no choice
suggestion also that many RAAF members are not realistic (in terms of
musters/positions/ranks required) when stating their preferences and "are
their own worst enemies"

RETENTION
two wives had quit ADF because of inadequate availability of child care to
support in -Service working couples
one had quit because he was receiving less and less job satiSfaction, while
promised had not received a joint posting with his wife (now on maternity
leave, a corporal where he was an lAC, they thought he had better civilian
work prospects), few prospects of advancement in his muster and not
certain that remustering and retraining wouldn't end him up in the same
position - also had been told that no preference would be given to the one
on LWOP at a new posting over bringing someone in from els~where [in ADF
terms not fmancially responsible; but, perhaps conSistent' With the often
expressed view of some that service families should only consist of one
serving member - usually, the male]

•

•

•

•

.

one wife, herself a permanent public servant, took LWOP to come to
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Katherine on a 'two-year posting' - been there three years - has issued
husband with ultimatum ... reposted by the end of the year or she leaves [to
get back to her 'real' job - has found temporary APS position in Katherine
for the time being]

SERVING SINGLE PARENTS

•

•

•

with reference to acquaintances who were serving single parents, the
general experience was of difficulties, particularly when posted on courses
or on shift-work.
One supervisor (warrant officer ?) said that he had a single father working
for him who had no real problems - had, himself, no acquaintance with the
children, etc. One of the women participants simply asked him how or what
he would know. In the end it came out that what he really meant was that
except when the single father asked for the odd bit of time off (which
normally was granted) because of his children, the father didn't raise any
problems with him. [nb: this highlights even further the need to get single
..parent participants if any special service-related needs are to be considered
on the basis of their experiences rather than the researchers' expectations]

MISCELLANEOUS
One wife reported that her husband had put off applying for a commission
because of the strain it would put on her and the family when he would
have to go away for 16 weeks' training.
•

general discussion and almost universal agreement that family would be put
before the Service' by the group' participants" and their spouses.

•
..

•
•
•
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Group 15
Darwin
22/6/92

•

Mothers of at least one child at primary school
Target-

3 RAA. 2 RAN. 3 RAAF

Attended - 1 RAA. 1 RAN. 4 RAAF (4th RAAF at her request; 1 RAAF was
Serving Member of unemployed spouse in Group 13; RAN was
former [12 years] RAA)
[essentially redundant. although greater than previous discussion on
problems of temporary accommodation on posting]

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
.. 1 (unlicensed) child-carer. on-base; Serving member's husband looking for
work but as he said in group 13. his problem is primarily that they want an
18 year old with 25 years' experience - particular problem is that if work is
found and has to be given up he is even farther behind than the others all
over again; 2 are part-time (one casual) and not seeking additional
employment; 2 not seeking (although one. RAA Reservist would like more
active duty than she gets - only recent opportunity - which she took - was
during school holidays when she had to arrange child care she would not
otherwise have required)
disagreement between group members on whether it was. easier or more
difficult for service wives in Darwin (ref comments earlier groups on their
not being particularly transient as compared to the locals)
A lot of jobs are obtained "by word of mouth. You've got to know someone.
you've got to be around. you've got to be a permanent resident."
loans, etc. - ''Where am I going to be in two years? If I have--a job here. fine.
I can make the repayments on whatever it is. When we go somewhere else
I'm not going to have ajob. Am I going to be able to get another job? Am I
going to be able to afford the repayments? ... For a lot of things you need
two wages."
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Group 15

CHILD CARE
need for more occasional / respite care - a particular problem when partner
away on extended duty
RAAF member said husbands cope less well than wives when away on
extended duty - general agreement, focussing also on performance of
household duties in addition to child care

POSTING

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

one, sent to Darwin on 18 month posting was put initially into temporary
accommodation, then into unacceptable accommodation (not going to keep
paying to have them in hotel - 2 1/2 months later shifted to current
satisfactory - had she known this she would have stayed and her husband
would have come unaccompanied. Now, he has been offered a subsequent
18 month posting - for which they have been told they would yet again have
to move house - if he takes it (and that is not deCided), she thinks that, on
. balance, she would return to Canberra in order to make only one rather
than two moves in that eighteen months - if stayed, would be able to keep
children in same school only if driven to and fro

RETENTION
one, together with husband, decided that when children reach secondary
school they will stay put - husband will either go unaccompanied or get out
of the Service
another, who "would·be heartbroken if we left the Service" could not imagine.
going unaccompanied "I didn't marry him to live apart - it's bad enough as
it is, even though he doesn't have very many absences"

HOUSING
you have to take it - husband away 6 weeks' sea duty 1Uhen .new (and
acceptable) accommodation became vacant - had to move on her own, with
friends' help - if she hadn't "they would just have given it to someone else"
wives are ineffective when dealing with housing officers - "you get more
action if the husband's home"
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initially hotel for 6 weeks - 'We were waterlogged - spent all of our time in
the pool trying to fmd things to do"
"Mter two months in a hotel. they [children] start to think it's home.
Moving to your house becomes another shift for them - two months is a long
time in the lives of little children." One wondered why there was no room
service when they did move.
'They [ADF] get plenty of notice... don't know why they can't have your
house ready for you."
"I've heard of house-to-house moves; but I've never had one. I'd love it."

MISCELLANEOUS
'We're not told anything about the effects [especially emotional] of moving
one children.

'There's nothing in place to tell you what are the best schools [or doctors,
hairdressers, dentists, etc]."
'That's what the REDWs are supposed to do."
''Yes, but they don't. They don't know." - they just tell you what is the
nearest school and what bus to catch.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Group 16

Group 16

•

Darwin

23/6/92
Fathers of at least one child at secondary school

•

3 RAA. 2

Target Attended - 3

~.

1

RAN,

3 RAAF

RANand:wife~

1

recently ex-RAN (single father), 1

RAAF

•

•

[Except for the issues surrounding serving sole parents, this group was
essentially redundant - lack of choice where to live, absence from extended
families, emotional and educational disturbance of children upon removal
and relocation while at the same posting, spousal job problems, need to find
new doctors, child care, etc that you can trust, identity and tole problems
upon return from temporary postings, etc.]

SOLE PARENTHOOD

•

flrst sole parent participant - 2 1/2 years as sole father of 3 (now 6,8,12) separated two months earlier for child care / parenting reasons combined
with ADF inability (and, perhaps in part, unwillingness) to provide nonseagoing duties

•

had been kept on land two years longer than should have been; but told
had to go to sea. Explored posting options - found one, apparently
unpopular (view supported by the serving RAN member participant), posting
but couldn't let him have it for more than one year at a time (would have to
re-apply - thus insecure) - "still young enough to start again" (after 15 years
experience and being fast-tracked for promotion - also supported by other
RAN 'member present)

•

•

while serving - sea duty would just not have worked out, night watches were
extremely expensive in terms of child care, especially if sprung upon him
suddenly ($80 - $90 a night), demanding nature of ADF as employer and its
unpredictability. Took leave during school holidays.
Expressed a sense that RAN didn't care about his family life - he was a

•
•
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sailor, that's all that mattered to them
for reasons of his own which were not
context, he wants custody of his children
conversation that if he went to sea for
necessarily just 18-24 months' sea duty),
the court's custody arrangements.

appropriate for inquiIy in this
- implied, in subsequent private
any length of time at all (not
ex-wife might be able to reverse

differences now as a civilian - "No duties. If I'm going away I :know ahead of
time and can plan ahead."

•

•

•

RETENTION
"If I get out... my missus is scared shitless."
one got out (see above) for child care / parenting reasons

•

2 considering redundancy package
others will have their 20 years in when high school considerations apply will probably separate from Service for reasons of their children's
educational stability at that stage
one, with an 18 and 16 year old who (having been in Darwin 7 years
already) will themselves probably settle in Darwin, will separate rather than
take a posting away from Darwin - he and wife will stay here - (1) member is
just beginning to realise how much he missed being with the children as
they were growing up: (2) he and wife have adapted over::time to their
separation from their extended families, but don't wish to impose the same
on their children

RELATIONSHIPS
"kids don't get close to me, closer to mum"

•

•

•

"my younger daughter doesn't like men - she's never been close to one"
''Your missus goes crook on you for not taking over [when returning from
temporary absence] She says 'I've had the kids for three months. Now, it's
your turn.' So you do. Then she goes crook because she reckons you're too
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Group 16

hard on them. A poor bloke doesn't know whether he's coming or going."
Even when at home, unpredictability of weekend and other out-of-hours
duty - ''When you fmally are pretty certain you've got the weekend off and
decide to take the kids fishing - they've already made plans with their
mates."
"I came home from being away a few weeks. C'mon I'll take you all out. My
sixteen year old - my sixteen. year old· - say~ 'Sony. Dad. We've made other
plans.' And she's right - they have to get on with their lives."
RAN wife - 'You get out of the habit of saying 'I'm going out to the shops for
five minutes.' You just go."
"She gets the routine going and you come back and throw a spanner in the
works."

•

•

RAN wife referring to time when husband went to sea Monday morning and
. returned Friday nights - "It's like having a weekend lodger. And he stuffs
up the routine - you finally get everything going smoothly and he comes
home and disrupts everything."
RAN wife - "It's my car. I'm not sharing it any more."

HOUSING

•

suggestion that if a house is not lived in for a couple of months, the garden
is just left to deteriorate - not watered, not weeded, flowers not looked after.
lawn's dead

•

consensus that when you know the housing officer you get looked after "when you first get there, they put you in the worst they have. After you've
been there a while [and get to know who to talk to and how] you upgrade.
I've had seven po stings and fourteen houses."

•
•

•
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HOUSING SUBSIDY
although participants in earlier group sessions had bought land or houses,
this is the first group in which anyone volunteered an understanding of how
the housing subsidy is designed to compensate for fmancial loss on removal
- to keep ADF members up with their civilian counterparts 'That's how I bought my house. Started off, bought a block of land
when I was young. Sold it. Bought a house, put some-tenants in it
and let them payoff my mortgage. Sold it. Bought my house up
here. It's worked to my advantage - having subsidised rent for the
last fifteen years. I recognised the fact that it's as good as having an
extra $10,000 a year."
'Wish I'd thought of it that way. I used the money I got when I got out to by
my house. [while up with civie population in terms of housing, by not using
it to roll over, is behind in superannuation~.:' - recently ex-RAN
. ·'We've got a different type of job.... It was never called superannuation - it
was a retirement benefit [implication that retirement is after 20 years, not at
retirement age as applies to the wider community]"
'When Defence owned the hQuses, it wasn't a subsidy - they were the
landlord and it's up to the landlord what they charge you."

•

•

•

•

•

'We pay our GRS and treat the rest as pocket income."

•

•

•
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Group 17

•

Darwin

24/6/92
Mothers of at least one child at secondary school

•

Target - 3 RAA. 2 RAN, 3 RAAF

•

[As is by now to be expected, another redundant group. Opportunity taken
to allow discussion to flow in one area of relevance to the current brief educational dislocation - and one not - conditions of housing, maintenance
etc - to seek if the participants might break some new and relevant ground.
They didn't. Opportunity taken to follow up question of any changes to
marital or child-bearing decisions as a result of ADF - one got married "two
months earlier than we had planned" - otherwise. no.]

•

Attended - 3 RAA.- 2 RAN, 3 RAAF

DEFENCE AS EXTENDED FAMILY

•

•

•

"My husband had an accident, fractured his skull at work. My next door
neighbour told me and she'd found out about it at a soccer match. The unit
hadn't told me and when 1 was angry they said 'Oh, but the hospital should
have told you' and 1 said 'I was told that your unit was like your family'
which means my parents didn't have the decency to come to me and say 'Do
you have a car? Are you all right? Your husband has fractured his skull.
He's in hospital.' No. Nothing. So from then on 1 wouldn't speak to anyone
from the unit. They didn't care about me. Why should 1 care about them?"
"It depends on the higher ups. Some are family orientated. Others don't
care. Some are really good."

.' .

•

•
•
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Group 18
Darwin
25/6/92

•

Not actually a group - a short personal interview with a serving single
mother - turnout out that she has reconciled with husband· - single for 6
months, back together 12 - 2 older children (12 and 10), one younger (2
years old) - 2 year old in creche - others left pretty much~~to look after
themselves during ordinary working day - neighbours, sitters, etc when
night duty, relatives (brought to Darwin) during extended absences and
school holidays. Three ADF-related problem areas - night duties, extended
absences, sudden and unpredictable calls to return to duty.
While it could not be gone into in any truly clinical sense, this corporal
indicated that she - perhaps more than those in partnerships - felt obliged
to leave her family problems at home - the 'if you can't handle the heat, get
out of the kitchen' syndrome. Has had one understanding boss, one who
..basically didn't believe single mothers belonged in the Services (both were
women)

•

•

•

•

•

•
..

,

•
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Group 19

Group 19
Perth
27/6/92
A mixed group combining those intended for a group on 26/6/92 and one
scheduled for 27/6/92 - mothers of at least one child at pIimary school and
fathers of at least one child at secondary school
Target(s) -

10 RAN, 4 RAA. 2 RAAF

Attended - 7 RAN, 5 RAA (7 women and 5 men, 7 partners and 5 seIVing
members)
Due to a combination of the gale-like conditions in WA on 27/6 and slightly
less than precise directions, Col Gillman-Wells and I arrived 3 minutes after
the scheduled commencement time. All members of the group had already
assembled. Perhaps, in part, because of the lack of a 'softening-:-up' period
prior to the seSSion, there was a palpable air of aggression in "the group . "subsequently verified in the course of discussion. Because of this and
because of the nature of the acoustics of the setting, this group was not
taped. Nothing new or unanticipated was presented during the group. It
was in all substantive respects redundant. At the same time, it let the
group members air their grievances.
The following observations are
provided in the event that they might prove useful when searching for
illustrations at the time of the Phase 2 report.

•

one indicated that because of the (previously reported) problems of interState educational differences, she maintains and carries with her
educational records and paraphernalia much as others have reported
carrying medical records

•

one suggested that her son was late in developing his ability to walk since
her husband, recently returned from sea duty, insisted on picking the child
up an carrying him around

•

•
•

another reported a neighbour's comment when her husband had returned
from sea duty: "it's nice to see that you and your husband have reconciled"
Finally, referring to potential disruption attendant upon short-term returns
from sea duty and that the family has to cany on reported that when her
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husband indicated he might be able to be home the following Monday: "if
you want to come home, Tuesday or Thursday would be OK" - the other.
days had been booked for school and children's sporting commitments

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Group 20

Group 20
Perth
27/6/92
mothers of at least one child at secondary school

•

•

Target -

5 RAN, 2 RAA. 1 RAAF

Attended - 6 RAN plus 2 RAN fathers of secondary school children, one the
PSO, the other the partner of a mother who could only attend
the frrst part of the discussion and was to serve as her
substitute
essentially redundant

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

CHILD CARE
.. generally, children old enough to pose no child care problems
"but, they're locked in the house when they get home from school. They're
riot allowed out."

SPOUSAL EMPLOYMENT
2 working (not necessarily in their own fields), 3 "still looking" - one for 6,
one for 12 and one for 18 months

HEALTH
no health problems but agreement that the local facilities at Rockingham
were woefully inadequate

CHILDREN
educational dislocation the major problem - one group member has stayed
behind in Perth for her year 11 daughter to fmish school while husband in
Victoria: one left year 12 student with her parents in Victoria when she
accompanied her husband to Perth: one will be transferring with husband
to Sydney in December after much discussion - lack of certainty whether 18
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months, two years, three years has mad the decision even more difficult
[implied that for 18 months he might go unaccompanied, anything longer
was simply an unacceptable period to be separated]

•

grudgingly accepted the suggestion that their children might be advantaged
by experiencing new places, cultures, etc. but would not budge from their
negative reactions to removals' effects one children's educations

•

discrimination problems at school - not going to be there long enough to
care about them
'Well, you just have to say to your kids, 'you've just got to try. You just
have to knuckle down and have a good go at
it.' "

•

RELATIONSHIPS
"He's been back six months: but my son will still ring up and my husband
. answers and then he asks to speak to me to ask if he can stay out late or
whatever."
"I still get rung up at work when my husband's at home. And I say 'where's
your father? Why don't you ask your father?' "

•

•

HOUSING
discussing the question of the rough equality in Rockingham of GRS and
civilian rental - "about $20 a week more on civie street" - if don't like ADF
choice, why not local rental - "It's the convenience. If you're moving it's
much easier to come in here, pick up keys, have a look at a couple of Navy
houses - or have the keys thrown at you and look at one daggy house. Or
you can traipse around all the real estate agents all around the area."
get a lease for the whole period of your posting - ''The owners aren't going to
come back and want you out."

RETENTION
talking about son - "If he wants to join up, that's totally up to him:
but, if he wants to get married, I'm going to have a talk with her."

•

•

•

•
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•

"My husband and I were just talking about this and he said that if he had it
all to do over again, he wouldn't have joined ... or he wouldn't have got
married."

•

'The Navy's number one in my life .... When I'm not happy with what I'm
doing, then I'll get out of the Navy. I told _ before we got married 'you're
number 2. The Navy's number 1. Never ask me to leave the Navy because I
won't."

•

•

'That's what my husband told me when we got married - There's one thing I
will not do and that's get out of the Navy before my twenty years are up' ....
and, thank God, he's only got one more year to go."
'That's not me. My family's always fIrst, the Navy second. I'm getting out in
April [with 20 years] so my kids won't have their schooling interrupted any
more." - also indicated career was probably dead-ended

.. MISCELLANEOUS
'Why can't I be a wife, just like the person next door? I'm not in the Navy."

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Appendix 2
Submission Regarding
Families Without Children

A submission was received by a RAAF couple without children at the frrst
focus group to be held, at Holsworthy on 9 June. For the most part, the
submission fell outside the scope of of FMDS in that its primary concern
was with service delivery rather than family needs or the impact of Servicerelated conditions on family life.
This submission is reproduced on the following pages.
Unless the terms of reference for Stage 2 are to be radically altered, it is
suggested that the issues raised in this couple's submission are not matters
of research; but, rather, of family support policy administration.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

III

•
The definition of a 'family' in broad terms may mean 'parents and their children ... but this
loose definition ignores couples without children, who are, in this time of decay of the
extended family, still a family.

•

Couples without children form a significant part of the defence force population, for
example we live in a medium density housing development (a RAAF establishment). of
mixed rank. There are 22 homes in this development, of those at least 10 are couples
without children (mixed rank also) and they are not all DINKS.

•

The fact that we have not been included in this survey is indicative of the lack of
acknowledgment for couples without children. We are offered no appropriate support
systems, or assistance.

•

All of the support systems appear to be aimed at 'women' (a generalisation) with children,
ego play groups, morning teas, effective parenting sessions, child health discussion groups
etc. Even our support magazine at Richmond is aimed at women with children.
When we first arrive most of us are visited by a family support group member who
attempts to make us aware of some of the services available to us ego childcare, play
groups, morning teas, health centre, etc. It is naive to assume that people without children
will feel comfortable, be welcomed, or even be able to attend these activities.
It is also naive to assume that we do not need support, that we will find employment if we
.- so wish, that we are financially stable, that we will develop our own support structure
quickly and fulfil our needs.

It is often harder to do some of these things without children. Children tend to make
breaking social barriers easier, they provide many avenues to meet others, make friends
and find support.
Many (not all) women with children will not be seeking employment, as they have put
their 'career' on hold. This removes he immediate stress of looking for a suitable job.
Additionally we may be on our own for long periods of time, while our spouse are away
working. Support is more readily available to those with children and children as we know
occupy a lot of time, providing a focus, as difficult though as single parenting is.
Our relationships too may suffer as a consequence of having little or no support apart
from our spouse.
By not acknowledging us, the reasons why (subconscious or conscioCls) defence couples
decide to have children are being ignored. Questions that need to be answered include:
Do couples have children because it is socially acceptable thing to do in defence
circles?
Do couples have children because one partner is unable to develop any forn1 of
satisfying career structure due to the regular m.oving around?

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

It is time our needs were also acknowledged, indeed it is time the fact that we exist and
have needs was realised.
Some suggestions from people include:

•

An accessible support system, eg NOT morning teas. Apart from many people
being unable to attend, those who really need this service are not going to walk
into a room full of strangers ALONE.

•

Employment assistance and counselling including somebody to contact BEFORE
uplift to disciiss employment prospects, history and interests with. Photocopier and
wordproccessing assistance would be useful as this can run into hundreds of
dollars.

•

Family support is a good idea in theory, but why does this have to include unimaginative
and 'suppressive' activities such as How to make play dough? Wouldn't activities that
develop self esteem, independence, confidence and communication skills be more
suitable to people who are constantly being uprooted?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX III

ADF Tenancy Agreement
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Department of Defence

TENANCY AGREEMENT FOR SERVICE MEMBERS
Tenant's Details

Rent

Surname

2_

The rent shall be

commencing on
Christian or Given Names

I

_$______--'[

1...-[

per fortnight

•

Date

I
.

•

and will be deducted from pay by the Defence Force Pay
Accounting Centre_

•

Rank or Title

Variation of Rent
Service Number

3_
The amount of rent specified in Clause 2 may be varied
by such amount as the Minister for Defence, under any relevant
Act or Regulation from time to time directs_ Where practicable,
any variation in rent shall be notified to the tenant three pay
periods before the new amount of rent becomes payable.

Service

•

•

Appropriate Authority

On the one part the member listed above (the Tenant) and the
Commonwealth of Australia of the other part (the
Commonwealth) hereby agree that the Tenant will occupy
Married Quarter

iEDPNO
situated at (the premises)
Insert full address of premises

4.
For the purposes of this Agreement the appropriate
authority is

Occupancy
5.

The Commonwealth will:

give possession of the premises to the Tenant on the date
of commencement of the tenancy and allow the Tenant
to use and occupy the premises without unreasonable
interference by the Commonwealth employees or agents;
and

Fitness of Premises
b.

Stock No. 7530-66-134-8637

•

Quiet Possession
a.

together with the furnishings, chattels and fittings now in the
premises (an inventury of which has been personally checked
and signed hy me) as a Tenant of the Commonwealth upon the
tenns and conditions set out hereunder.

•

ensure the premises are in a fit condition for use as a
residence at the date of commencement of the tenancy,
and during the course of the tenancy carry out such
repairs and maintenance and rectification, not
attributable to the Tenant, as is required to ensure that
the premises remain in a fit condition for use as a
residence.

•

•

•

•

•

6.

No Alterations

The Tenant will:

g.

Vacant Possession
a.

•

Subject to the provisions of Clause 10, give vacant
possession of the premises to the Commonwealth on
termination of this agreement.

Permitted Use
b.

•

Ensure the premises are used only as a private residence
unless approval for some specified additional use has
been obtained in writing from the appropriate authority.

No Assignment

c.

•

Not assign, sublet or part with possession of the
premises or any part thereof including the taking in of
any boarders, lodgers or other guests for reward without
the prior consent in writing of the appropriate authority.

No Decorating
h.

No Nuisance
d.

•

•

Avoid any disturbance. nuisance or annoyance to
neighbours whether by noise, behaviour. obstruction or
other actions on the part of either the Tenant or of
persons on the premises with the Tenant's consent,
and without limiting the generality of the foregoing in
particular the Tenant agrees:
(I)
not to throw, hang or place anything out of
windows or balconies or place anything on
outside windowsills; and
not to hang clothes. washing or other like
(2)
articles on balconies, verandahs or covered
.. ways or out of windows or in gardens, drives or
walks, or on the roof except in places
specifically provided for such purpose.

1.

Not to use any means of lighting, emergency
lighting excepted, or heating in the premises other than·
by electricity, gas, central heating or, as and where
provided for in the premises, oil. wood or coal fires.

•
•

•
•

Take care of the premises and at the Tenant's own
expense keep the premises in a clean and tidy
condition and in particular the Tenant agrees:
(I)
to clean the premises regularly;
to maintain the premises in good order and
(2)
condition; damage by fire, flood, lightning,
storm, fair wear and tear or other cause
outside the control of the Tenant excepted;
to maintain in the order and condition set
(3)
out in Form AA 614 - Tenant Responsibilitiesthe furnishings, chattels and fittings or
portions of the premises listed in that form in
so far as the form applies to the premises;
to put nothing down any sink, toilet or drain
(4)
likely to cause obstruction; and
to provide in accordance with local and
(5)
public health 3Uihority requirements all
necessary garbage bins.
j/"

•

•

•

•

••••• . . . . .

Promptly notify the appropriate authority in writing of
any damage. defect or deterioration affecting the
premises or any accident to or defect in the water. gas,
drainage. sewerage or electrical installations, appliances
or fittings .

Animals
J.

e::are of Premises
f.

Not to decorate the premises in any way that involves
marking, defacing, painting or otherwise altering any
part of the premises including any of the floors, walls,
ceilings, partitions. timbers or roof of the premises
without the prior written consent of the appropriate
authority and the Tenant agrees to abide by any
conditions set out in that prior written consent.

Notify Damage

4l-ighting, Heating and Cooking
e.

Not to carry out nor pernlit to be carried out any
alterations or additions to the premises or any of
its fixtures or fittings (whether of a temporary or
permanent nature) nor erect any buildings or
structures including any apparatus, equipment or
structure used or capable of being used for
acrobatic, gymnastic or recreational activities, nor
any swimming pool (hilt excluding paddling
pools up to 30cms in depth) without the prior
written consent of the appropriate authority,
and the Tenant agrees that any alteration will
be carried out in accordance with the conditions
set out in the prior written consent.

Keep any animals, bird, fish, or reptile brought onto the
premises under control and in a clean condition and
indemnify the Commonwealth for any liability the
Commonwealth incurs or may incur for any personal
injury or property damage or any liability however
arising out of or as a consequence of the keeping of any
such animal, bird, fish or reptile. The Commonwealth
may by notice from the appropriate authority, at its
discretion, prohibit the keeping of or bringing onto the
premises any animal. bird, fish or reptile and may require
any animal. bird, fish or reptile to be removed from the
premises.

Charges
k.
Promptly pay all charges for gas, electricity and
telephone including any additional services supplied to
the premises at the request of the Tenant.

..

,

Right of Access
I.
Permit any officer, worker. or agent of the
Commonwealth or any contractor employed by the
Commonwealth upon giving reasonable notice to the
Tenant to enter the premises at all reasonable times for
the purposes of making such inspections, taking such
inventories and carrying out such repairs and alterations
as he or she may think fit.
• •••••

Personal Chattels

Commonwealth concludes a fresh tenancy
agreement with whosoever remains in the
premises, whichever event occurs earlier
PROVIDED THAT if the Tenant, after taking
all legal action available to him or her as soon
as possible after notification of termination of
the tenancy, is unable to give vacant
possession he or she will pay rent for a period
of twenty-eight (28) days from the date that
the tenancy would otherwise have been
terminated under this clause or until the
Commonwealth executes a tenancy
agreement with whosoever remains in the
premises whichever is the earlier.

7.
The Tenant agrees that the Commonwealth shall not be
responsible for the loss or damage to any property or effects of
the Tenant or any other person on the premises howsoever
caused.

Rules and Regulations
8.

The Commonwealth reserves the right to make such
rules and regulations in addition to the terms of this lease as
may be considered from time to time to be necessary or proper
for the safety, care and cleanliness of the premises and the
maintenance of good order therein and the Tenant agrees to
comply with such further rules and regulations (if any)
PROVIDED THAT he or she is given at least 28 days written
notice of them prior to their commencement.

Inspection Record

b.

Without prejudice to any claim which the
Commonwealth may have against the Tenant by his or
her own default for unpaid rent or for the breach of any
term or condition of the tenancy, the Commonwealth
shall have the right to re-enter and take possession of the
premises where:
(1)

9.

At the commencement of the tenancy the appropriate
authority, or his or her representative, together with the Tenant,
or his or her representative. shall inspect the premises noting
their cleanliness and state of repair, and the working order of
appliances, and shall record details of the condition of the
premises on Form AA 615 - Married Quarters Inspection
Record- which shall be signed by the Tenant, or his or her
representati 1I.e.
10.
On the termination of the tenancy the premises shall be
inspected by the Tenant, or his or her representative. and the
appropriate authority, or his or her representative. and the
Tenant. or his or her representative, shall acknowledge the
condition of the premises on Form AA 615 and settle the
amount of reimbursement, if any, to be paid to the
Commonwealth under Clause 12.

(2)

the Tenant has failed to pay the rent or any part
thereof for fourteen (14) days after it becomes
due and whether formally demanded or not; or
the Tenant has failed to observe or perform
anyone or more of the terms or conditions of
the tenancy and has been given notice in
writing requiring within fourteen (14) days
that he or she so observes such term or
condition and/or rectify any such breach but
has failed to do so within the required time.

Flats and Strata Units
12.
Where the premises are a strata unit or a flat. the Tenant
will comply with all directions made by the appropriate
authority from time to time for the comfort, well-being and
hamlOny of all or any of the other Tenants.

Termination and Vacant Possession
lla.

Either the Commonwealth or the Tenant may terminate
the tenancy at any time by giving twenty-eight (28) days
prior written notice to the other (in the case of

termination by the Tenant notice is to be given to the
appropriate authority) and where:
(I)

(2)

the Tenant vacates the premises without giving
such prior notice he or she agrees to pay in lieu of
such notice an amount equivalent to twenty-eight
(28) days rent to the Commonwealth; and
the Tenant does not give vacant possession at
the expiration of the said twenty-eight (28)
days notified by either the Commonwealth or
the Tenant. he or she shall continue to pay
the rent for the premises until such time as he
or she gives vacant possession or until the

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Delivery Up
13.
On vacating the premises the Tenant shall deliver up the
premises to the Commonwealth in good order and condition and
shaH reimburse the Commonwealth for any cost to the
Commonwealth as a result, however caused. of the Tenant not
meeting his or her obligations und:r this agreement.

•

.. " ..

Abatement
14.
In the event of destruction or damage substantially
affecting the use and/or amenity of the premises. rent shall abate
until the premises are restored or the tenancy is terminated. The
abatement is to be decided by the GRS rental appeal system.

•

•

•

•

Tena nt

Auth orise d Agen t

Signature of Tenant

•

Signed on behalf of the Commonwealth of Australia
by its Authorised Agent
Full Name of Authorised Agent

I

I

Rank

I

•

Witn ess

The Tenan t has signed in the presence of

'ull Name of Witness

I

Unit

I

I

Designation

I

I

Signature of Authorised Agent
Signature of Witness

41J

Date

•

Date

I

I

•

•
.

'.

•
•

•

•

Department of Defence
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TENANT RESPONSIBILITIES
'Damage' for the purposes of this fonn means damage caused by the Tenant, any of his or her family or
any visitor including a tradesperson, invited onto the premises by the Tenant but does not include damage
caused by fair wear and tear.

•

'Repaired or replaced' for the purposes of this fonn means repaired or replaced at the Tenant's expense.
",'"

',~,~, ':.;>-:~:.:~)~~;.:~:\ ".~~ ~'.:.
.;
'.'..
. Furnishings, Chattels and Fittings
~:::P()rtfon~,of the Premises ' ", "
'. -

"';":•• : '

,';~

':

• '. >

"

",

•

Conditions

In which the Commonwealth ,

,:, requir~s the 'Furnishings, Chattels, Fittings
or Portions of the Premises to be kept

1. Doors, louvre blades, cabin louvre
galleries and windows

To be maintained in good order and condition and repaired if
damaged.

2. Bath, basins, sinks, laundry tubs, sewer
outlets, drainpipes, roof guttering and
downpipes

To be kept free from artificial obstruction.

3. Stoves, coppers, washing machines, bath
heaters, air-conditioning units and
refrigerators

All equipment and fittings are to be kept intact and repaired
by a licensed tradesperson if damaged.

4. ,Flywire doors and screens

To be maintained in good order or condition.

•

•

•

•

•
5. Electric lights

6. Electric power points and switches

All broken and worn out bulbs and fluorescent tubes are to
be replaced. Reasonable wear and tear is not excepted in
this case. Shades are to be maintained in good order and
condition and repaired or replaced if damaged.

•

All power points and switches are to be repaired or replaced
by a licensed electrician if damaged.

•
7. Clothes line and clothes hoist

To be maintained in good order and condition and repaired
:
or replaced j'f damaged.
<

•
8. Tap washers, bath plugs, etc

9. Other fittings, chattels, furnishings and
carpets

Stock No. 7530-66-134-8664

All worn or damaged tap washers, plugs for baths, basins,
sinks and laundry tubs are to be replaced, reasonable wear
and tear is not excepted,

•

To be maintained in good order and condition
and repaired or replaced if damaged,

•

•
Furnishings, Chattels and Fittings
Portions of the Premises

Conditions in which the Commonwealth
requires the Furriishings, Chattels, Fittings
or Portions of the Premises to be kept

•

10. Gates, garage doors and fences

To be maintained in good order and condition and repaired
or replaced if damaged.

•

11. Roofs, ceilings and walls

To be repaired if damaged.

•

12. Driveways and garden paths

To be maintained in good order and condition and repaired
if damaged.

13. Grounds, gardens and yards

To be maintained in a clean and tidy condition kept free from
rubbish and refuse. All necessary and proper steps are to
be taken to control the growth of any grass, trees or shrubs
that may be a fire hazard. Where the premises are located
in a tropical area all shrubs growing close to any building
forming part of the premises are to be cut back to a point 30
centimetres below bearer height.

14. The premises

Every effort is to be made to keep the premises free from
ants, rats, mice, silverfish, cockroaches, birds, possums and
other vermin.

15. Keys

Any key lost by the Tenant is to be replaced by the Tenant.
All keys used by the Tenant in connection with the premises
including any made or procured by the Tenant are to be
delivered to-the Commonwealth on vacating.

•

•

•
•

•
•
Prihted Name

•
•

